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Abstract

We study the horocycle flow on the stratum of abelian differentials H(2). We
show that there is a sequence of horocycle ergodic measures, each supported
on a periodic horocycle orbit, which weakly converges to an invariant, but
non-ergodic, measure by SL2(R). As a consequence, we show that there are
points in H(2) whose horocycle flow orbits do not equidistribute towards any
invariant measure.

Résumé

Nous étudions le flot horocyclique sur la strate de différentielles abéliennes
H(2). Nous montrons qu’il existe une suite de mesures ergodiques du flot
horocyclique, chacune supportée sur une orbite périodique horocylique, qui
converge faiblement vers une mesure invariante, mais pas ergodique, par
SL2(R). En conséquence, nous montrons qu’il existe des points dans H(2)
dont les orbites du flot horocyclique ne sont équidistribuées vers aucune me-
sure invariante.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Context and main results. A central topic in the areas of ergodic the-
ory and geometry of surfaces is that of the dynamics of the SL2(R)-action on
moduli spaces of abelian differentials. Many of the results in this area have
been inspired by the analogy with the theory of actions of Lie groups on ho-
mogeneous spaces. The works [EM18,EMM15] establish strong rigidity results
for the action of SL2(R) and its full upper triangular parabolic subgroup on
moduli spaces which mirror Ratner’s fundamental results in homogeneous dy-
namics; cf. [Rat91]. Ratner’s orbit and measure classification theorems for
unipotent flows on homogeneous spaces show that these enjoy strong rigidity
properties. On the other hand, dynamics of horocycle flows on moduli spaces
given by the action of the subgroup U := {us = ( 1 s

0 1 ) : s ∈ R} of SL2(R) re-
main largely mysterious. There are some positive results in relatively simple
settings cf. [EMWM06, EMS03, BSW22] for measures and orbit closures and
striking non-rigidity results in slightly more complicated settings for orbit clo-
sures [CSW20].

Ratner’s results in homogeneous dynamics have found numerous deep ap-
plications. Among the key tools that enable such applications is the work of
Mozes-Shah [MS95] regarding limits of unipotent invariant measures, which
builds in an essential way on the results of Dani-Margulis [DM93]. The goal
of this article is to explore the validity of the analogs of these fundamental
results for the horocycle flow us on moduli spaces. We begin by stating our
main results and defer the detailed definitions to Section 2.

The moduli space of abelian differentials is a union of strata. We consider
the horocycle flow on the stratum H1(2) consisting of unit area translation
surfaces of genus 2 with one cone point. This 7-dimensional space is an affine
orbifold admitting an action by SL2(R) and is the support of a U -ergodic and
invariant probability measure of Lebesgue class known as the Masur-Veech
measure and denoted µMV.

Theorem 1.1. There exists a sequence of U-invariant and ergodic probability
measures νn on H1(2) such that

(1) For every n ∈ N, νn is the uniform measure on a U-periodic orbit.

(2) The sequence (νn) weak-∗ converges to a measure ν which is a non-
trivial convex combination of µMV and the SL2(R)-invariant measure
on a Teichmüller curve in H1(2).

In particular, ν is SL2(R)-invariant but is not ergodic for the action of either
U or SL2(R).

Let V be a one-parameter unipotent flow on a homogeneous space. The
result of Mozes-Shah asserts that every limit point of a sequence of V -ergodic
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measures is ergodic for a possibly larger group, which is also generated by
unipotents [MS95]. One potential larger group in our setting would be SL2(R)
but the theorem shows that the limit measure is not ergodic for the action of
this group. We will show in Remark 1.3 that no larger group of any sort can
appear thus Theorem 1.1 shows that the analog of Mozes-Shah does not hold
for moduli spaces. The key ingredient in our proof is a statement showing
roughly that the analog of the fundamental results of Dani-Margulis [DM93]
ceases to hold for the U -action on H(2); cf. Theorem 4.1 and the discussion in
Section 1.2.

In [CSW20] it is shown that horocycle orbit closures can have dramatically
differently behavior from unipotent orbit closures in homogeneous dynamics
but Theorem 1.1 is the first result asserting that horocycle measures display
different behavior from those in homogeneous dynamics.

Theorem 1.1 has additional dynamical consequences. Ratner showed that
if V is any one-parameter unipotent flow on a (finite volume) homogeneous
space then the orbit of every point equidistributes towards some V -ergodic
measure [Rat91]. This property does not hold for U acting on H1(2).

Corollary 1.2. There exists a dense Gδ subset S ⊂ H1(2), so that for every

x ∈ S, there is a function f ∈ Cc
(
H1(2)

)
, such that the limit of 1

T

∫ T
0
f(utx) dt

does not exist as T → ∞. In particular, every x ∈ S fails to be generic with
respect to any U -invariant measure.

A non-genericity result analogous to Corollary 1.2 for the 9-dimensional stra-
tum H1(1, 1) was established in [CSW20] by fundamentally different methods.
That work relied on the existence of surfaces with minimal non-uniquely er-
godic horizontal foliations, while no such surfaces exist in H(2).

1.2. Comparison with homogeneous dynamics. As discussed above,
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are in contrast with the results of [MS95]
and [Rat91]. It is worth noting that, in general, the set of V -ergodic measures
need not be closed in the set of V -invariant probability measures for any one-
parameter unipotent group V . However, it follows from powerful results of
Dani and Margulis, that if a sequence of periodic orbits becomes dense within
the support of a V -ergodic measure µ, then the sequence of ergodic measures
supported on these periodic orbits weak-∗ converges to µ (see [DM93]). This
is in contrast to the behavior of the sequence of periodic U -orbits described
in Theorem 1.1 where the orbits become dense in the support of µMV but the
uniform measures νn on these orbits do not converge to µMV.

Remark 1.3. We have observed that the limit measure ν in Theorem 1.1 is
not ergodic for the SL2(R)-action. We remark here that this measure fails
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to be ergodic for the action of any group acting by locally bilipschitz maps
on H1(2). Recall that H1(2) has dimension 7 while a Teichmüller curve has
dimension 3 so the set{

x ∈ H1(2) : lim sup
r→0

ν(B(x, r))

r7
<∞

}
is invariant under locally bilipschitz diffeomorphisms that preserve ν, but it
does not have measure 0 or 1 with respect to ν.

1.3. Comparison with the P -action. As mentioned above, Theorem 1.1
and Corollary 1.2 are in contrast with the rigid behavior of the action of the
upper triangular group P on moduli spaces established in [EMM15]. Indeed, in
spaces of translation surfaces every point equidistributes under P (which is an
amenable group) to a P -ergodic probability measure and the set of P -ergodic
probability measures is closed in the set of probability measures [EMM15].
These results leave open the question of whether the measures obtained by
pushing the uniform measure on a bounded piece of a horocycle orbit through
a point q by the geodesic flow for a sequence of times tn → ∞ converge to
the unique SL2(R)-ergodic measure fully supported on SL2(R)q. It is shown
in [EMM15] that this convergence holds if one additionally averages over the
geodesic flow. Theorem 1.1 does not directly address this question but it shows
that if we are given the freedom to let the initial point q depend on n, then
ergodicity of the limit cannot be expected.

1.4. Connections with counting. Understanding the aforementioned dy-
namical properties of the action of P and ut on strata has applications to
the geometry and dynamics of translation surfaces and billiards in rational
polygons. Among the primary examples of these applications is the counting
problem for saddle connections [EM01]. This requires some explanation. Let
q be a translation surface, and let

rθ =

(
cos(θ) − sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ)

)
, gt =

(
et 0
0 e−t

)
.

Many of the geometric properties of the translation surface can be understood
by studying the distribution of the circles {gtrθq : θ ∈ [0, 2π)} (or the uniform
measure on this set) for a fixed q as t goes to infinity. For instance, it is
shown in [EM01] that if these measures converge to an SL2(R)-invariant mea-
sure, then the number of saddle connections on q of length at most L grows
quadratically in L, with a rate that can in theory be calculated. Because the
pushforward by the geodesic flow of rθ-segments track long (reparametrized)
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us-orbits, understanding horocycle limits is a natural approach to this prob-
lem. 1

This strategy was carried out successfully in certain special settings where
it is shown that, in fact, every U -orbit is generic for some U -ergodic mea-
sure [EMWM06, EMS03, BSW22]. Additionally, these works put strong re-
strictions on possible limits of U -ergodic measures (see for example [BSW22,
Proposition 11.6]) and take advantage of these restrictions to prove their count-
ing results. In that spirit, it is natural to ask whether there are any restrictions
on the closure of the set of horocycle ergodic measures in general. We make
this more precise for H1(2) in the following question.

Question 1.4. Is the weak-∗ limit of horocycle ergodic measures in H1(2) ei-
ther a horocycle ergodic measure that gives full measure to translation surfaces
with a horizontal saddle connection or a convex combination of SL2(R)-ergodic
measures?

By [EMM15, Proposition 2.13], a positive answer to this question would
show that any limit as t → ∞ of uniform measures on {gtrθq : θ ∈ [0, 2π)}
is the unique SL2(R)-ergodic measure whose support is SL2(R)q. This would
show that every surface in H1(2) satisfies quadratic growth of saddle connec-
tions where the constant is the appropriate Siegel-Veech constant; cf. [EM01].

The following questions concern the special cases of Question 1.4, obtained
by pushing a fixed horocycle ergodic measure by gt.

Question 1.5. Given a horocycle ergodic measure µ on H1(2), does there
exist an SL2(R)-ergodic measure ν on the one-point compactification of H1(2)
so that (gt)∗µ converges to ν?

By results of Forni [For21], for each µ, there is a density 1 subset Sµ ⊆ R+ so
that (gt)∗µ converges to ν along every sequence of t ∈ Sµ tending to∞, where
ν is the unique SL2(R)-ergodic and invariant probability measure supported
on the SL2(R)-orbit closure of supp(µ).

Question 1.6. Let µ be a horocycle invariant ergodic measure on a stra-
tum. Assume that µ is not SL2(R)-invariant. Do there exist SL2(R)-ergodic
measures ν1 and ν2 on the one-point compactification of the stratum so that
supp(ν1) is a proper subset of supp(ν2) and (g−t)∗µ converges to ν1 while (gt)∗µ
converges to ν2 as t→∞?

1. Note that for any SL2(R)-ergodic measure ν, for ν-almost every q, the uniform measure
on {gtrθq : θ ∈ [0, 2π)} converges to ν as |t| → ∞. However, one would like to understand
the limit for every q, since the sets of translation surfaces arising from billiards in rational
polygons typically have zero ν-measure.
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This question can also be asked for orbit closures. The answer is positive for
the examples of horocycle-invariant measures and orbit closures constructed
in [BSW22]. We conjecture that the answer is also positive for the orbit
closures constructed in [CSW20]. It would also be interesting to know if there
exists a horocycle ergodic measure µ, that is not SL2(R)-invariant, but so that
(gt)∗µ and (g−t)∗µ converge to the same SL2(R)-ergodic measure as t→ +∞?

1.5. Outline of the article. The periodic horocycles in Theorem 1.1 are
constructed using certain cylinder twists which are special examples of tremors
introduced in [CSW20]. In Section 2, we recall several facts regarding tremors
and their interaction with the action of the upper triangular subgroup on
H1(2). We also give a more precise form of Theorem 1.1 in Theorem 2.5
and deduce Corollary 1.2 from Theorem 2.5. In Sections 3 and 4, we reduce
Theorem 2.5 to Theorem 4.1. A key step in this deduction, carried out in
Section 3, is showing that tremor orbits do not concentrate near proper SL2(R)-
orbit closures.

Theorem 4.1 is the main technical part of our arguments and concerns the
non-concentration of the norm of the Kontsevich-Zorich cocycle. Its proof oc-
cupies Sections 5-8. As this outline suggests, the proof of Theorem 2.5 splits
into two main parts, deducing Theorem 2.5 from Theorem 4.1 and proving
Theorem 4.1. These arguments are outlined in Sections 4.1 and 5.5 respec-
tively.

Acknowledgements. The first author is supported in part by a Simons fel-
lowship, a Warnock chair and NSF grant DMS-145762. The second author is
partially supported by NSF grant number DMS-2247713. We thank Hamid Al-
Saqban and Barak Weiss for helpful conversations that inspired this project.
We thank the anonymous referees for many corrections and comments that
helped improve the exposition.

2. Background

2.1. Strata, the mapping class group and the GL(2,R)-action. In this
section we recall some basic definitions. The main reference is [CSW20] and
we make an effort to follow the notation used there. Translation surfaces and
their markings are defined in [CSW20, Section 2.1]. Let Hm and Hm,1 denote
the corresponding strata of marked translation surfaces and unit area marked
translation surfaces of genus 2 and one cone point of angle 6π. In general a
marked translation surface is given by a map φ : (S,Σ)→ (M,Σ′) where S is
a model surface, Σ is a finite subset of S and Σ′ is the set of cone points in M .
Let Mod(S,Σ) denote the mapping class group of (S,Σ), that is the group of
isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of S that fix Σ . The quotients of Hm and
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Hm,1 by the right action of Mod(S,Σ) are denoted by Hu and H1 respectively
and these are the corresponding strata of (unmarked) translation surfaces (of
genus 2 with one cone point of angle 6π) and (unmarked) unit area translation
surfaces (of genus 2 with one cone point of angle 6π). See [CSW20, Section
2.2] for a detailed description of these objects. As in [CSW20] we often denote
a marked surface by q̃ and the corresponding unmarked surface by q.

We denote by GL+
2 (R) the subgroup of GL2(R) consisting of matrices with

positive determinant. The group GL+
2 (R) acts onHu andHm and the subgroup

of elements of determinant one acts on H1 and Hm,1. We write A and U for
the subgroups generated by gt and us. We use the notation

ût =

(
1 0
t 1

)
and we denote the corresponding subgroup by U−. There is a unique SL2(R)-
ergodic and invariant probability measure on H1 of full support, known as the
Masur-Veech measure, and we denote it by µMV.

2.2. Invariant splittings of the tangent bundle. Let q̃ ∈ Hm be a
point representing a marked flat surface. We denote the marking map by
φ : (S,Σ) → (Mq,Σ

′). Then, q̃ determines a holonomy homomorphism
holq̃ from H1(Mq,Σ

′;Z) to R2 which we can also interpret as an element of

H1(Mq,Σ
′;R2). We denote the x and y components of this map by hol

(x)
q̃ and

hol
(y)
q̃ respectively. The cohomology class hol

(x)
q̃ is represented by the 1-form

dxq̃, viewed as the real part of the holomorphic 1-form determined by q̃. As a

map on homology, it is given by hol
(x)
q̃ [γ] =

∫
γ
dxq̃. See [CSW20, Section 2.1]

for more information.

There is a developing map dev from Hm to H1(S,Σ;R2) which sends the
marked surface q̃, with marking given by φ : (S,Σ) → (M,Σ′), to φ∗(holq̃).
The developing map is a local diffeomorphism and identifies the tangent space
at q̃ with the tangent space to H1(S,Σ;R2) at dev(q), which we can identify
with H1(S,Σ;R2). Throughout the article, we identify holq̃ with its image
φ∗(holq̃) in H1(S,Σ;R2).

A locus L in Hu is the orbit closure of a point under the GL+
2 (R)-action.

Strata are examples of loci. Eskin, Mirzakhani, and Mohammadi showed
in [EMM15] that a proper locus is essentially an affine suborbifold of Hm in
particular it has a well defined dimension. We will consider a single stratum
in this paper which is the stratum of surfaces of genus two with one singular
point with cone angle 6π. Since we are only dealing with one stratum we will
use the notation Hm to denote this stratum. The proper loci contained in this
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stratum are 3-dimensional loci corresponding to Teichmüler curves of which
the most important for us is the (closed) orbit of the regular octagon surface.

We denote the tangent bundle of Hm by T (Hm). Using the developing map,
we see that T (Hm) admits a trivialization as a product bundle (cf. [CSW20,
Section 2.2]):

T (Hm) ∼= Hm ×H1(S,Σ;R2).

If L is a locus in Hu then the inverse image of L in Hm consists of countably
many components. Let Lm denote one of these components. The restriction
of the developing map to Lm is a local diffeomorphism into a vector space
V ⊂ H1(S,Σ;R2). We can identify the tangent bundle of Lm, T (Lm) ⊂ T (Hm)
with Lm × V .

Using the Universal coefficient theorem, we can identify H1(S,Σ;R2) with
Hom(H1(S,Σ;Z),R2) or with H1(S,Σ;R)⊗ R2. Each of these identifications
will play a role in our analysis of the tangent bundle. The identification of
H1(S,Σ;R2) with H1(S,Σ;R) ⊗ R2 is useful in analyzing GL+

2 (R)-invariant
subspaces of H1(S,Σ;R2) such as the vector space V connected to a locus L.

If we choose a basis for H1(S,Σ;Z) then we can identify an element of
Hom(H1(S,Σ;Z),R2) with a matrix with 2 rows and d columns. The left
action of GL+

2 (R) is given by left multiplication of matrices and the right
action by the monodromy group is given by the right multiplication by d× d
integral matrices. This picture generalizes the classical picture for the torus
where the moduli space is identified with a set of 2× 2 matrices.

In view of the above description of the GL+
2 (R)-action in coordinates, the de-

rivative Dg of the action of an element g ∈ GL+
2 (R) on Hm takes the following

form according to the above identification as

Dg = Id⊗ g, (2.1)

where g acts on R2 via the standard left action of GL+
2 (R) and Id is the identity

mapping. The group Mod(S,Σ) acts on Hm × H1(S,Σ;R2) by changing the
marking on the first factor and its induced action on cohomology on the second.
The quotient space is the (orbifold) tangent bundle of Hu.

We denote the tangent space at q̃ ∈ Hm by Tq̃. Let holq̃ ∈ Tq̃
∼= H1(S,Σ;R2)

denote the element corresponding to the holonomy homomorphism from

H1(S,Σ;Z) to R2. Hence, we have hol
(x)
q̃ , hol

(y)
q̃ ∈ H1(S,Σ;R). We refer to the

subspace spanned by hol
(x)
q̃ and hol

(y)
q̃ as the GL2(R)-subspace at q̃.

We denote by Tst
q̃ ⊂ Tq̃ the tangent space to the GL+

2 (R)-orbit of q̃ (where
“st” stands for “standard”). It is given by

Tst
q̃
∼= (R · hol

(x)
q̃ ⊕ R · hol

(y)
q̃ )⊗ R2,
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where, for v ∈ H1(S,Σ;R), R · v denotes the R span of v. In particular, Tst
q̃ is

4-dimensional.

Given q̃, we use the terminology balanced space at q̃ to refer to the sub-
space of H1(S,Σ;R) consisting of cohomology classes whose cup product with
all elements of the GL2(R)-subspace of q̃ vanishes. These two subspaces are
complementary and span H1(S,Σ;R) for all q̃. We define Tbal

q̃ ⊂ Tq̃ to be

the tensor product of the balanced space at q̃ with R2. By a mild abuse of
terminology, we also refer to Tbal

q̃ as the balanced space at q̃. We thus obtain
a splitting of the tangent space at q̃:

Tq̃ = Tst
q̃ ⊕ Tbal

q̃ , (2.2)

This splitting is invariant under the actions of GL+
2 (R) (via the derivative

maps (2.1)) and Mod(S,Σ). This splitting varies continuously but is not
invariant under parallel translation in general. This splitting is discussed
in [MY10, Section 1.2] and our notation is motivated by theirs. In one partic-
ular case this splitting is invariant under parallel translation: when we restrict
to a closed GL+

2 (R)-orbit. In this case the splitting represents the bundle with
fiber H1(S,Σ;R) as a sum of two flat subbundles. Flatness of this splitting over
closed GL+

2 (R)-orbits will be used in Section 6 to give an explicit description
of these bundles in terms of their monodromy over the octagon locus.

Write Rx and Ry for the subspaces of R2 spanned by the standard basis
vectors e1 and e2 respectively. By composing with the dual projections π1 and
π2 from R2 to R, we obtain a splitting of the tangent bundle via the following
splitting of the fibers:

H1(S,Σ;R2) = H1(S,Σ;Rx)⊕H1(S,Σ;Ry). (2.3)

We refer to the summands in the above splitting as the horizontal and vertical
subspaces respectively. Viewing cohomology as maps on the corresponding
homology group, the induced action of Mod(S,Σ) on homology induces its
action on H1(S,Σ;R2) via precomposition. In particular, Mod(S,Σ) leaves
the above splitting invariant. We have thus shown:

Lemma 2.1. The splitting (2.3) is Mod(S,Σ)-invariant and, hence, induces
a splitting of the tangent bundle over Hu.

With respect to the isomorphism H1(S,Σ;R2) ∼= H1(S,Σ;R)⊗R2, we have

H1(S,Σ;Rx) ∼= H1(S,Σ;R)⊗ Rx. (2.4)

The vertical space has the analogous description with e1 replaced with e2.

Given q̃ ∈ Hm, we identify the holonomy components hol
(x)
q̃ and hol

(y)
q̃ ⊗ e1

with the vectors hol
(x)
q̃ and hol

(y)
q̃ ⊗ e2 respectively.
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2.3. The sup norm metric. In [AGY06, Section 2.2.2], Avila-Gouëzel-
Yoccoz define a family of Finsler norms on Tq̃ and is denoted ‖ · ‖q̃. We call
this family the sup norm. These norms vary continuously in q̃ [AGY06, Propo-
sition 2.11]. They give a complete metric on Hm which we denote distm(·, ·).
The norms and thus the metric are Mod(S,Σ)-invariant and so they descend
to Hu. We denote the corresponding norm on Tq by ‖ · ‖q and the metric by
distu(·, ·).

2.4. Tremors. Tremors were introduced and studied in [CSW20]. In this
article, we will use a special case of the general construction in [CSW20] arising
from cylinder shears, which we now describe. We first recall the relevant
notation of tremors from [CSW20, Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4]. Given q̃ ∈ Hm

the space of tremor vectors or tremor space, denoted Tq̃, is a subspace of the
horizontal space H1(S,Σ;Rx) ⊂ Tq̃. This space corresponds to tangent vectors
constructed from signed measures transverse to the horizontal foliation of Mq̃.
Its precise definition is given in [CSW20, Section 4.1.1]. The collection of
tremor spaces is Mod(S,Σ)-equivariant. At almost every surface q̃ in Hm, Tq̃
consists entirely of scalar multiples of dy.

If q ∈ Hu is the image of q̃, we denote by Tq the image of the space Tq̃. We
let

T bal
q̃ = Tq̃ ∩ Tbal

q̃

and denote by T bal
q its image in T (Hu). Given τ ∈ Tq̃ or τ ∈ Tq, the tremor path

is a 1-parameter family 2 of marked translation surfaces Tremq̃,τ (s) and (un-
marked) translation surfaces Tremq,τ (s) for all s ∈ R. By [CSW20, Eq. (4.7)],
we have the following description of tremor paths in holonomy coordinates:

holTremq̃,τ (s) = holq̃ + sτ. (2.5)

We can interpret this formula as saying that tremor paths are straight lines
(i.e. affine geodesics) in period coordinates.

A typical tremor of the type that we consider in this paper is obtained
from a surface with a horizontal cylinder decomposition. The tremor path is
a family of surfaces obtained by shearing in horizontal cylinders at different
rates. A second example of a tremor path is a horocycle orbit. In this case the
corresponding transverse measure is given by dy. If a surface has a uniquely
ergodic horizontal foliation then every tremor vector is a multiple of dy and
every tremor path is a reparametrized horocycle orbit. These examples will
suffice for the purposes of this paper; cf. Section 2.7.

The following two basic properties of tremors will be useful.

2. Technically, this is only true for s in the domain of definition of the tremor, denoted
Dom(q̃, τ) or s ∈ Dom(q, τ) in [CSW20], but the tremors we consider are non-atomic and
thus by [CSW20, Proposition 4.8] Dom(q̃, τ) and Dom(q, τ) are R.
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Lemma 2.2. Let q̃ ∈ Hm and τ ∈ T bal
q̃ . Then, τ ∈ T bal

Tremq̃,τ (s) for all s ∈ R.

Proof. Let q(s) = Tremq̃,τ (s) and let (dx, dy) be the horizontal and vertical
coordinates of holq(0) relative to the splitting (2.3). That τ remains in the
tremor space of q(s) follows by the first bullet point of [CSW20, Corollary
6.2]. We show that τ ∈ Tbal

q(s). Recalling that Tq̃ is contained in the horizontal

subspace, we write τ = (τx, 0), with τx in the horizontal space. The holonomy
of q(s) has coordinates (dx+sτx, dy). The balanced condition at time s is that∫
τ ∧ (dx + sτx) =

∫
τx ∧ (dx + sτx) = 0 and

∫
τ ∧ dy =

∫
τx ∧ dy = 0. Now

note that since τ ∈ Tbal
q , by definition we have

∫
τ ∧ dx = 0 =

∫
τ ∧ dy. This

immediately implies the second condition. This also implies
∫
τx∧(dx+sτx) =∫

τx ∧ dx+ s
∫
τx ∧ τx =

∫
τx ∧ dx = 0 yielding the first condition.

�

For the next lemma, recall the notation in equations (2.1) and (2.4). In this
notation, we note that the derivative of ut, denoted Dut = Id⊗ut, preserves the
horizontal space H1(S,Σ;Rx). Moreover, since ut fixes e1, Dut acts trivially
on the horizontal space. In particular, we have that for q̃ ∈ Hm,

Dut(τ) = τ, ∀τ ∈ Tq̃. (2.6)

With this set up, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3 (Proposition 6.5, [CSW20]). Tremor maps commute with the
horocycle flow in the following sense. For all s, a ∈ R and τ ∈ Tq, we have
that usTremq,τ (a) = Tremusq,τ (a). In particular, the tremor of a periodic us-
orbit is a periodic us-orbit.

2.5. The octagon locus. We can build a translation surface from the regular
octagon by identifying pairs of opposite sides. We denote by M0 the flat surface
obtained in this manner. We choose a marking ϕ : S → M0 and we denote
the corresponding point in Hm by ω̃0. Denote by Õ ⊂ Hm the GL+

2 (R)-orbit
through ω̃0. We let ω0 ∈ Hu be the image of ω̃0. Let O ⊂ Hu denote the orbit

O = GL+
2 (R) · ω0 ⊂ Hu

which we call the octagon locus.

We recall that O is a closed subset of Hu and can be identified with
GL+

2 (R)/Γ where Γ is the stabilizer of the regular octagon. The group Γ
meets SL2(R) in a lattice and is in fact a triangle group (see [Vee89a]). The
octagon locus is a specific example of a Teichmüller curve, that is a closed
GL+

2 (R)-orbit in a stratum of translation surfaces. Let O1 denote the closed
SL2(R)-orbit consisting of the area 1 surfaces in O. On the locus of area 1
surfaces of a Teichmüller curve, there is a unique SL2(R)-ergodic and invariant
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Figure 1. A fundamental domain for the Veech group of the
regular octagon. The action of the extended Veech group is
generated by reflections in the sides of the shaded triangle.

probability measure and we let µO denote this measure on O1. Note that the
support of µO is O1 and not O.

The group Γ has an alternate definition in terms of affine automorphisms.
An affine map of a translation surface is a map which is smooth away from the
singular points and has constant derivative. The collection of affine automor-
phisms forms a group and Γ is isomorphic to the affine automorphism group
of M0.

Each affine automorphism determines a mapping class in Mod(S,Σ) using
the marking ϕ. Hence, we can view the Veech group Γ as a subgroup of

Mod(S,Σ) leaving Õ invariant.

Note that Õ can be identified with the tangent bundle of the hyperbolic

plane. We fix a fundamental domain D0 ⊂ Õ for the action of Γ on Õ. It
will be convenient for arguments in Section 6 to let D0 be the fundamental
domain constructed in [SU10, SU11]. Figure 1 shows the projection of D0 to
the hyperbolic plane. Note that the translates of D0 by all of Mod(S,Σ) are
disjoint.
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2.6. The Kontsevich-Zorich (KZ) cocycle over the octagon. Recall
that the tangent space Tq̃ at each point q̃ ∈ Hm is identified with H1 :=
H1(S,Σ;R2) ∼= H1(S,Σ;R) ⊗ R2. Hence, we identify the tangent bundle
over the image of D0 inside O with D0 × H1. Moreover, Mod(S,Σ) (and
hence Γ) acts (on the right) by linear automorphisms on H1(S,Σ;R). Let
φ : Mod(S,Σ) → Aut(H1(S,Σ;R)) denote this right action. We note that
φ is a right action since cohomology is contravariant. More explicitly, for
γ1, γ2 ∈ Mod(S,Σ), and v ∈ H1(S,Σ;R),

φ(γ1γ2)(v) = φ(γ2)(φ(γ1)(v)). (2.7)

This action is induced from the action of representatives of the isotopy classes
of its elements by homeomorphisms on S. This linear action agrees with the
derivative of elements of Mod(S,Σ) acting by diffeomorphisms of Hm.

The above trivialization allows us to describe the derivative of the GL+
2 (R)-

action on O on the tangent bundle to Hu as follows. Let q̃ ∈ D0 ⊂ Hm and
g ∈ GL+

2 (R). Let γ ∈ Γ be the unique element satisfying gq̃ · γ ∈ D0. The KZ
cocycle is defined as follows

KZ(g, q̃) := φ(γ).

In view of (2.7), we obtain the following cocycle relation

KZ(gh, q̃) = KZ(g, hq̃) ◦KZ(h, q̃), ∀g, h ∈ GL+
2 (R).

In the remainder of the article, we drop the composition notation and simply
write KZ(gh, q̃) = KZ(g, hq̃)KZ(h, q̃).

A key component in our arguments is the action of the geodesic flow gt
on tremors. To describe this action precisely, let q̃1 ∈ D0 and suppose that
q̃2 ∈ D0 is a representative of gtq̃1. Let q1 ∈ O be the image of q̃1 in Hu

and set q2 = gtq1. The restriction of the derivative Dgt : Tq1 → Tq2 to the
horizontal space admits the following description. Given a horizontal vector
τ ∈ H1(S,Σ;Rx) at q̃1, we write τ = τ ′ ⊗ e1 ∈ H1(S,Σ;R) ⊗ R2 via the
identification (2.4). Then, Dgt(τ) = KZ(gt, q̃1)τ ′ ⊗ et · e1, where we identify
τ with its image in Tq1 and both sides of the equation with their respective
images in Tgtq1 . For simplicity, when dealing with the action of the upper
triangular group P , and in particular, with the action of gt, we will use the
notation

Dgt(τ) = et ·KZ(gt, q̃1)τ ∈ H1(S,Σ;Rx) (2.8)

throughout the remainder of the article. This is justified by the invariance of
the horizontal space under P .

Eq. (2.8) describes the action of gt on H1(S,Σ;Rx) ⊂ H1(S,Σ;R2) via the
KZ cocycle. It is shown in [CSW20] that tremor subspaces are equivariant
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under this action. The next lemma summarizes these results and is our key
tool to apply renormalization dynamics in our setting.

Lemma 2.4. Let q̃ ∈ D0 and τ ∈ Tq̃. Then, Dgt(τ) ∈ Tgtq̃ and gtTremq̃,τ (s) =
Tremgtq̃,τ (e

ts). If q ∈ O is the image of q̃, then

gtTremq,τ (s) = Tremgtq,τ2(e
ts),

where τ2 = KZ(gt, q̃)τ . In particular, τ2 is an element of Tgtq.

Proof. That Dgt(τ) ∈ Tgtq̃ follows by the proof of [CSW20, Proposition 6.5].
The second claim follows by (2.1) and (2.4) along with the fact that tremors
belong to the horizontal subspace. In particular, this is the marked stratum
version of the first equation in [CSW20, Eq. (6.4)]. The last claim follows from
this fact and (2.8) since tremors are equivariant under Mod(S,Σ).

�

2.7. Tremors of the octagon locus. The unit area octagon locus O1
∼=

SL2(R)/Γ has two cusps corresponding to the two ideal vertices of the funda-
mental domain. Each cusp corresponds to a family of closed horocycles. In
each family the closed horocycles are parametrized by the periods of the horo-
cycles. Let ω1 ∈ O1 denote a surface that is on a horocycle of period exactly
1; i.e.

u1ω1 = ω1 (2.9)

and denote by C the us-orbit of ω1. Let ω̃1 ∈ D0 and C̃ = {usω̃1 : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}
denote lifts of ω1 and C respectively.

The surface ω̃1 has two cylinders, with different circumferences. Let Ca be
the cylinder with shorter circumference and denote its area by a and let Cb be
the cylinder with longer circumference and denote its area by b. Let χCa and
χCb denote the indicator functions of Ca and Cb respectively.

Let σ ∈ H1(S,Σ;R2) be the cohomology class

σ = [bχCady − aχCbdy], (2.10)

where bχCadx−aχCbdx is a (signed) 1-form and dx and dy are the 1-forms rep-

resenting the cohomology classes hol
(x)
ω̃1

and hol
(y)
ω̃1

respectively; cf. Section 2.2.

Notice that σ ∈ T bal
ω̃1

. Indeed, it is clear that

(bχCady − aχCbdy) ∧ dy = 0.

Moreover, by our choice of a, b we have that∫
S

(bχCady − aχCbdy) ∧ dx = ba− ab = 0.
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We extend this definition to ω1 and the surfaces in C̃ and C. Note we can extend
this to C̃ and C because us preserves the direction, area and circumference of
horizontal cylinders.

2.8. Restatement of Theorem 1.1. We establish Theorem 1.1 by proving
a more specific theorem, which requires some notation. Denote by νt the us-
ergodic and invariant probability measure supported on the periodic horocycle
gtC and set ν = ν0. For a, t ∈ R, we let νt,a denote the us-ergodic probability
measure on the periodic horocycle through gtTremω1,σ(a) = Tremgtω1,σt(e

ta),
where σ is given by (2.10) and

σt = KZ(gt, ω1)σ ∈ Tgtω1 .

Here, we applied Lemma Lemma 2.4 applied with τ = σ. We also used Lemma
2.3 to ensure that Tremgtω1,σt(e

ta) is us-periodic. In particular, (νt,a) is a 2-
parameter family of us-ergodic probability measure and we show that Theo-
rem 1.1 holds for a sequence of elements of this family. More precisely, we
prove the following.

Theorem 2.5. There exist two sequences of real numbers ti → ∞ and (ai)i
so that the weak-∗ limit of νti,ai is a non-trivial convex combination of µO and
µMV.

Corollary 1.2 can be deduced from this theorem as follows.

Proof of Corollary 1.2. We prove that there are two dense Gδ-subsets, V1 and
V2, where the us-orbits of points in V1 equidistribute along some subsequence to
a measure other than µMV and the us-orbits of points in V2 equidistribute along
some subsequence to µMV. By the Baire category theorem the intersection,
V1 ∩ V2, is a dense Gδ subset where the us-orbits of points in it equidistribute
along (different subsequences) to different measures, giving Corollary 1.2.

The construction of V1 is more involved and we do it first. Let V ′1 be the
union of the periodic horocycles supporting the measures νti,ai provided by
Theorem 2.5. Since the measures νti,ai converge to a measure of full support,
the set V ′1 is dense. Denote by d∗ a complete metric on the space of probability
measures that induces the same topology as the weak-∗ topology 3. Since the
limit of the measures (νti,ai)i is different from µMV, we can find a constant
c > 0 so that d∗(νti,ai , µMV) > c for all i. Note that for every i, the periodic
horocycle supporting νti,ai has period e2ti by (2.9). Hence, one checks that the

3. Concretely, given a countable dense set {ϕn} of elements of Cc(H1), we may define
d∗(µ, ν) to be

∑
n 2−n

∣∣∫ ϕn dµ− ∫ ϕn dν∣∣ for any probability measures µ and ν.
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set

V1 :=
⋂
m∈N

⋃
T≥m,T∈R

{
x ∈ Hu : d∗

(
1

T

∫ T

0

δusxds, µMV

)
> c

}
is a Gδ-set containing V ′1 . In particular, V1 is a dense Gδ-set.

Define V2 to be the set of points whose orbits equidistribute along a subse-
quence to µMV. This is a Gδ set. Because µMV has full support and is ergodic,
V2 contains a dense set of points whose us-orbits in fact equidistribute to µMV.
In particular, V2 is a dense Gδ set as desired, thus completing the proof of the
corollary. �

3. Avoidance of Teichmüller curves

The goal of this section is to show that, asymptotically, balanced tremor
orbits do not give mass to any Teichmüller curve, Proposition 3.1. This allows
us to show that the Masur-Veech measure occurs as one of the ergodic compo-
nents of the measure in the conclusion of Theorem 2.5. The key mechanism of
the proof is the transversality between the tangent space Tst to GL+

2 (R)-orbits
and the balanced space Tbal; cf. discussion at the beginning of Section 3.1 for
a more detailed outline of the argument.

Proposition 3.1. For every ε > 0, Teichmüller curve V and open precompact
set K ⊂ Hu there exists δ > 0 so that for all T ≥ 1, q ∈ Hu and β ∈ T bal

q with
‖β‖q = 1, we have

|{|`| ≤ T : distu(Tremq,β(`),V) < δ and Tremq,β(`) ∈ K}| < 2εT.

We deduce Proposition 3.1 from the following local estimate.

Proposition 3.2. Given a Teichmüller curve V and open precompact set K ⊂
Hu, there exist δ0 > 0 and C ≥ 1 such that the following holds. Let T ≥ 1,
q ∈ Hu and 0 6= β ∈ T bal

q be arbitrary. Given δ > 0, define

E(δ, T ) = {|`| ≤ T : distu(Tremq,β(`),V) < δ and Tremq,β(`) ∈ K} . (3.1)

Let I be any connected component of E(δ0, T ). Then, for every 0 < δ < δ0,
we have that

|I ∩ E(δ, T )| ≤ Cδ

sup`∈I distu(Tremq,β(`),V)
|I|.

Moreover, if I = [−T, T ], then

|I ∩ E(δ, T )| = |E(δ, T )| ≤ Cδ

‖β‖q
· 2T.
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Proof of Proposition 3.1 from Proposition 3.2. Let δ0 > 0 and C ≥ 1 be the
constants provided by Proposition 3.2. For 0 < δ < δ0 and T ≥ 1, denote
by I = {In} the collection of connected components of E(δ0, T ). Let q` =
Tremq,β(`).

If I = ∅, there is nothing to prove. If I consists of a single element I
such that I = [−T, T ], then the statement follows by the second assertion in
Proposition 3.2 by taking δ < ε/C since ‖β‖q = 1.

Finally, suppose I ∈ I satisfies I 6= [−T, T ]. Then, there is a boundary point
` of I such that distu(q`,V) = δ0. In this case, we see that |I ∩ E(δ, T )| ≤
Cδ|I|/δ0. Hence, since E(δ, T ) ⊆ E(δ0, T ), we obtain

|E(δ, T )| =
∑
I∈I

|E(δ, T ) ∩ I| ≤ Cδ/δ0

∑
I∈I

|I| ≤ Cδ/δ0 · 2T.

This concludes the proof by taking δ = εδ0/C. �

Before the proof of Proposition 3.2, we need the following lemma. It relates
the sup-norm distance distu between nearby points inHu to the norm of a suit-
able vector in the tangent space. The reader is referred to [AG13, Propositions
5.3 and 5.5] for related results.

Lemma 3.3. For every q̃ ∈ Hm, there exist rq̃ > 0 so that for all q̃1, q̃2 ∈
B(q̃, rq̃), we have

1

4
distm(q̃1, q̃2) ≤ ‖holq̃1 − holq̃2‖q̃ ≤ 4distm(q̃1, q̃2).

Moreover, given a compact set K̃ ⊂ Hm, there exists rK̃ > 0 such that rq̃ ≥ rK̃
for all q̃ ∈ K̃.

Proof. We choose a small neighborhood U of q̃ ∈ Hm where ‖·‖q̃ changes by at
most a factor of 2 and so that hol : U → H1(S,Σ;R2) is injective. In particular,
for every q̃′ ∈ U , β ∈ H1(S,Σ;R2) we have 1

2
‖β‖q̃ ≤ ‖β‖q̃′ ≤ 2‖β‖q̃. Let V be

a small neighborhood of q̃ such that any sequence of distm minimizing paths
between two points in V has that its elements eventually stay in U . Now,
in the normed vector space (H1(S,Σ;R2), ‖ · ‖q̃), the straight line segment
between holq̃1 and holq̃2 (which is a translate of the line from 0 to holq̃2−holq̃1)
is a geodesic. If q̃1, q̃2 ∈ V , the corresponding path in Hm has at most twice
this length. That is, if γ is the line segment in H1(S,Σ;R2) joining holq̃1 and
holq̃2 , then

Length(hol−1γ) ≤ 2‖holq̃2 − holq̃1‖q̃,

where for a C1 map κ : [a, b]→ Hm, Length(κ) =
∫ b
a
‖κ′(t)‖κ(t) dt.
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Similarly, any C1 path γ in U has the property that the length of the curve
hol(γ) in H1(S,Σ;R2) with respect to the metric coming from ‖ · ‖q̃ is at most
2Length(γ). This gives the lower bound.

The uniformity over compact sets follows by choosing a finite cover of K̃ by
open sets U as above. The lemma follows. �

3.1. Proof of Proposition 3.2. The argument has two main steps. First,
we take advantage of the local nature of the problem to reduce the state-
ment to one regarding estimating the proportion of time a connected tremor
path spends near a lift of the Teichmüller curve V in the marked stratum Hm

(cf. Claim 3.4 below). The second step is to linearize the latter estimate using
the fact that tremor paths are straight lines in period coordinates (cf. (2.5)).
With this setup in hand, the desired estimate will follow from the observation
that balanced tremor straight lines are transverse to the image of V in period
coordinates (cf. Claim 3.5 below).

To simplify notation, let

H = H1(S,Σ;R2).

The marking maps provide an identification of fibers of the tangent bundle of
Hm with H so that we may regard all the spaces Tst

• and Tbal
• as subspaces

of H. Moreover, for all g ∈ GL+
2 (R) and q̃ ∈ Hm, Tst

gq̃ = Tst
q̃ and, hence,

Tbal
gq̃ = Tbal

q̃ . In particular, the spaces Tst
• and Tbal

• are constant over GL+
2 (R)-

orbits. If T ⊂ Hm is one such GL+
2 (R)-orbit, we denote by V st

T and V bal
T the

common value over T of Tst and Tbal respectively. Finally, by Lemma 2.2, for
q̃ ∈ Hm and β ∈ T bal

q̃ , we have

β ∈ T bal
Tremq̃,β(`), ∀` ∈ R.

Fix an open precompact setK and a Teichmüller curve V inHu. Let K̃ ⊂ Hm

denote a compact set inside the closure of some fixed fundamental domain for
Mod(S,Σ) and which projects to the closure of K. Let K̃1 denote the closure
of the 1-neighborhood of K̃ in Hm.

Let δ0 > 0 be a small parameter whose value is to be determined. Over the
course of the proof, we will assume δ0 to be small enough depending only on
K and V .

Fix q ∈ Hu, 0 6= β ∈ T bal
q , and T ≥ 1. Recall the sets E(·, T ) defined in (3.1)

and fix a connected component I of E(δ0, T ). If `0 ∈ [−T, T ] is the center of
the interval I, by replacing q with Tremq,β(`0), we may assume in the sequel
that I is centered at 0 and that q ∈ K.

Denote by q̃ ∈ K̃ ⊂ Hm a lift of q. For ` ∈ R, let q̃` = Tremq̃,β(`) and

q` = Tremq,β(`). Given a GL+
2 (R)-orbit Ṽ ⊂ Hm that projects to V and
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0 < δ < 1, let

E(δ, I, Ṽ) =
{
` ∈ I : distm(q̃`, Ṽ) < δ

}
. (3.2)

It follows that

I ∩ E(δ, T ) ⊆
⋃
Ṽ

E(δ, I, Ṽ), (3.3)

where the union runs over lifts Ṽ of V .

Claim 3.4. If δ0 is small enough, depending on K and V , then there exists
a unique lift 4 Ṽ of V such that I = E(δ0, I, Ṽ). In particular, for all δ ≤ δ0,
I ∩ E(δ, T ) = E(δ, I, Ṽ).

Proof. Note that the second assertion follows from the first in light of (3.3)
and the fact that E(δ, I, Ṽ) ⊆ E(δ0, I, Ṽ) whenever δ ≤ δ0.

To prove the first assertion, observe that the countable collection
{
Ṽ
}

of

lifts of V is locally finite, i.e. only finitely many of these lifts meet any given
compact subset of Hm. This follows by proper discontinuity of the action of
Mod(S,Σ) on Hm and the fact that V is closed in Hu.

Recall that K̃1 denotes the closure of the 1-neighborhood of K̃ in Hm and
note that if E(δ0, I, Ṽ) is non-empty for some Ṽ , then Ṽ meets K̃1. Let
Ṽ1, . . . , Ṽn denote the lifts of V which meet K̃1. Since the sets Ṽi ∩ K̃1 are
closed and disjoint, they are uniformly separated by some 0 < δ1 < 1 in the
metric distm.

Let δ0 = δ1/2. Recall that I is a connected component of E(δ0, T ). Hence,
applying (3.3) with δ = δ0, we see that the sets E(δ0, I, Ṽ) form a cover of I
by disjoint open subsets of I. Thus, at most one of them can be non-empty
by connectedness of I which concludes the proof of the claim. �

For the remainder of the proof, we assume that δ0 is small enough so that
Claim 3.4 holds and denote by Ṽ the unique lift provided by the Claim. In
particular, to prove the first assertion of the proposition, it suffices to show
that for all 0 < δ < δ0

|E(δ, I, Ṽ)| ≤ Cδ|I|
sup`∈I distu(q`,V)

,

for a constant C ≥ 1 depending only on K̃. Having lifted our problem from
Hu to Hm, our next step is to transfer the estimates into the linear space H
using period coordinates. This requires some preparation.

4. This unique lift Ṽ depends on our earlier choices of lifts q̃ and K̃.
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It will be convenient to fix some Euclidean inner product 〈·, ·〉 on H in which
the spaces V st

Ṽ and V bal
Ṽ are orthogonal. Denote the induced norm by ‖·‖0. Let

d denote the common dimension of Tbal
ω̃ for ω̃ ∈ Hm and let Gr(d,H) be the

Grassmannian of d-dimensional planes in H. Our Euclidean structure induces
a metric on Gr(d,H), which we denote dist0, given by

dist0(W1,W2) := sup
v∈W1

inf
w∈W2

](v, w), ∀W1,W2 ∈ Gr(d,H),

where ](v, w) := 〈v,w〉
‖v‖0‖w‖0

denotes the Euclidean angle between v and w. Con-

tinuity and compactness then imply that the map ω̃ 7→ Tst
ω̃ is uniformly con-

tinuous as a map from K̃1 to the Gr(d,H). In particular, for every η1 > 0, we
can find η2 = η2(η1, K̃, Ṽ) > 0 so that for all ω̃1, ω̃2 ∈ K̃1,

distm(ω̃1, ω̃2) < η2 =⇒ dist0(Tbal
ω̃1
,Tbal

ω̃2
) < η1. (3.4)

Since the AGY norms vary continuously overHm, we can also find a constant
CK̃ ≥ 1 such that

C−1

K̃ ‖·‖ω̃ ≤ ‖·‖0 ≤ CK̃ ‖·‖ω̃ , ∀ω̃ ∈ K̃. (3.5)

Denote by πst
Ṽ and πbal

Ṽ the orthogonal projections (relative to our fixed inner

product) from H onto V st
Ṽ and V bal

Ṽ respectively. We observe that for every

ω̃ ∈ Hm and for every β ∈ T bal
ω̃ , the map

` 7→ P (ω̃, Ṽ ; `) :=
∥∥holTremω̃,β(`) − πst

Ṽ (holTremω̃,β(`))
∥∥2

0
(3.6)

is a polynomial in ` of degree ≤ 2. This follows from the linear relation
holTremω̃,β(`) = holω̃ + `β; cf. (2.5). This polynomial is nothing but the squared
distance of holTremω̃,β(`) to V st

Ṽ inside H. Note that we suppress the dependence

on β in the notation P (ω̃, Ṽ ; `).

Claim 3.5. For every ω̃ ∈ Hm and β ∈ T bal
ω̃ , the coefficient of the quadratic

term in P (ω̃, Ṽ ; ·) is
∥∥πbal
Ṽ (β)

∥∥2

0
. Moreover, there exists η = η(K̃, Ṽ) such that∥∥πbal
Ṽ (β)

∥∥
0
≥ ‖β‖0 /2, (3.7)

whenever ω̃ ∈ K̃ and distm(ω̃, Ṽ) < η.

Proof. Note that V st
Ṽ and V bal

Ṽ are orthogonal and span H (cf. (2.2)). Hence,
the equation holTremω̃,β(`) = holω̃ + `β implies that

holTremω̃,β(`) − πst
Ṽ (holTremω̃,β(`)) = πbal

Ṽ (holω̃) + ` · πbal
Ṽ (β).

It follows that the coefficient of `2 is
∥∥πbal
Ṽ (β)

∥∥2

0
. The second assertion follows

by (3.4). �
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Let rK̃ > 0 and η > 0 be the constants provided by Lemma 3.3 and Claim 3.5
respectively. By making the constant δ0 chosen in Claim 3.4 smaller, we may
assume that

δ0 < min{η, rK̃}. (3.8)

Let 0 < δ < δ0 be given and let ` ∈ E(δ, I, Ṽ). Recall the notation q` and q̃`
introduced above (3.2). Let p` ∈ V be such that distu(q`,V) = distu(q`, p`).
Let p̃` ∈ Ṽ ∩ K̃1 be a lift of p` such that

distu(q`,V) = distm(q̃`, p̃`) = distm(q̃`, Ṽ). (3.9)

By Lemma 3.3 and (3.5), we have

distu(q`,V) = distm(q̃`, p̃`) ≥
1

4
‖holq̃` − holp̃`‖q̃` ≥

1

4CK̃
‖holq̃` − holp̃`‖0 .

Note that holp̃` ∈ V st
Ṽ . Denoting by πst

Ṽ the orthogonal projection onto V st
Ṽ , it

follows that

distm(q̃`, Ṽ) ≥ 1

4CK̃

∥∥holq̃` − πst
Ṽ (holq̃`)

∥∥
0

=
1

4CK̃

√
P (q̃, Ṽ ; `). (3.10)

Hence, we obtain

E(δ, I, Ṽ) ⊆
{
` ∈ I : |P (q̃, Ṽ ; `)| < 16C2

K̃δ
2
}
.

In particular, we can apply what is commonly called the (C, α)-good prop-
erty of polynomials, cf. [Kle10, Proposition 3.2] and [DM93, Lemma 4.1], to
get

|E(δ, I, Ṽ)| ≤ |I| · 16CK̃δ(
sup`∈I |P (q̃, Ṽ ; `)|

)1/2
. (3.11)

It remains to estimate the above supremum from below using the quantity
sup`∈I distu(q`,V). By (3.9) and (3.10), for every ` ∈ I, we have∥∥holq̃` − πst

Ṽ (holq̃`)
∥∥

0
≤ 4CK̃distm(q̃`, Ṽ) = 4CK̃distu(q`,V) ≤ 4CK̃δ0,

where the last inequality follows since I is a subset of the E(δ0, T ) defined
in (3.1). We may assume that δ0 is small enough, depending on K̃, so that
for every ω̃ ∈ K̃, the map x̃ 7→ holx̃ is invertible on any ball of radius 4CK̃δ0

centered around holω̃ in the norm ‖·‖0. Hence, for each ` ∈ I, there is x̃` ∈ Hm

such that

holx̃` = πst
Ṽ (holq̃`).

Since πst
Ṽ (holq̃`) belongs to V st

Ṽ (which is the image of Ṽ under the holonomy

map ω̃ 7→ holω̃), it follows that x̃` can be chosen to belong to Ṽ . Thus, by
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Lemma 3.3 and (3.5), for every ` ∈ I, we have that

distu(q`,V) ≤ distm(q̃`, x̃`) ≤ 4 ‖holq̃` − holx̃`‖q̃` ≤ 4CK̃
∥∥holq̃` − πst

Ṽ (holq̃`)
∥∥

0
.

This implies that

P (q̃, Ṽ ; `) ≥ (4CK̃)−2dist2
u(q`,V), ∀` ∈ I. (3.12)

Combined with (3.11), we obtain

|E(δ, I, Ṽ)| ≤ δ|I| ·
64C2

K̃
sup`∈I distu(q`,V)

.

This completes the verification of the first assertion of the proposition in light
of Claim 3.4.

To prove the second assertion, suppose that I = [−T, T ] so that |I| ≥ 2.
Hence, since δ0 < η by (3.8), we have that distm(q̃, Ṽ) < η, and, thus, the
supremum in (3.11) is non-zero in view of Claim 3.5. Since polynomials of
degree at most 2 form a finite dimensional vector space, all norms on this
space are equivalent. In particular, there is δ2 = δ2(K̃, Ṽ) > 0 such that the
supremum of the absolute value of any such polynomial over the interval [−1, 1]
is at least δ2 multiplied by the maximal magnitude of its coefficients.

Recall that the polynomial P (q̃, Ṽ ; ·) has leading coefficient
∥∥πbal
Ṽ (β)

∥∥2

0
by

Claim 3.5. By (3.7), this coefficient is at least ‖β‖2
0 /4. Moreover, Eq. (3.5)

implies that ‖β‖0 ≥ ‖β‖q /CK̃. Combined with our choice of δ2, we get

sup
`∈I
|P (q̃, Ṽ ; `)| ≥

δ2 ‖β‖2
q

4C2
K̃

,

Together with (3.11), this estimate completes the proof of the proposition.

4. A sufficient condition

The goal of this section is to reduce the proof of Theorem 2.5 to that of
Theorem 4.1 below, which establishes the non-concentration of the norms of
our cocycle. This result is the main technical step in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is outlined in Section 5.5 and occupies Sections 5-8.

Recall that the balanced space is constant along GL+
2 (R)-orbits. We denote

the common balanced space over Õ by Tbal
O ⊂ H1(S,Σ;R). Recall our fixed

surface ω1 ∈ O in (2.9) with periodic horocycle orbit of period 1.

Theorem 4.1. For all 0 < % < 1, there exists t% > 0 so that for all t ≥ t%,
and v ∈ Tbal

O with ‖v‖ω1 = 1, there exist 1
100
≤ γt,v ≤ 99

100
and Ct > 0 such that∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v‖gtusω1 ≥ Ct%

−1
}∣∣ ≥ γt,v − %,
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and

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v‖gtusω1 < Ct%}| ≥ (1− γt,v)− %.

We refer the reader to [Al-21] for related results.

4.1. Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.5 from Theorem 4.1. Recall the
notation preceding Theorem 2.5. In Section 4.3 we establish tightness, that is
we show that any weak-∗ limit of {νt,a : t ≥ 0} is a probability measure. For
t ≥ 0 and Ct as in Theorem 4.1, let

Bt(%) =
{
s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)σ‖gtusω1 ≥ Ct%

−1
}
,

St(%) = {s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)σ‖gtusω1 < Ct%} . (4.1)

Roughly, the strategy is as follows. We find sequences %k → 0, Lk > 0, and
tk →∞ so that

(1) For all ` with |`| ≤ Lk, then Tremgthsω1(`) is very close to O1 for all
s ∈ Stk(%k).

(2) Using the results of Section 3, we show that, for any finite collection
of Teichmüller curves, there exists `k with |`k| ≤ Lk so that for most
s ∈ Btk(%k), the point Tremgthsω1(`k) is a definite distance away from
the chosen collection of Teichmüller curves.

These results, and the fact that the proper GL+
2 (R)-orbit closures of Hu

consist of countably many Teichmüller curves, imply that we can choose a
sequence νti,ai whose weak-∗ limit ν0 is a non-trivial convex combination of a
measure supported on O1 and a measure that gives zero weight to any proper
SL2(R)-orbit closure in H1.

Since ν0 is a limit of horocycle-invariant measures on periodic horocycles,
it is horocycle-invariant as well. Moreover, it can be shown using by-now
standard arguments that the part of the measure that lives on O1 must be µO
(note however that these periodic horocycles are not contained in O).

However, we take a different approach that shows that both measures are
SL2(R)-invariant. To do so, in Section 4.4, we use results of Eskin-Mirzakhani-
Mohammadi [EMM15], through a result of Forni [For21], to show that further
pushing our weak-∗ limit measure ν0 by the geodesic flow (along a subsequence)
gives an SL2(R)-invariant measure ν in the limit. This limiting measure must
be a convex combination of µO and a measure which gives zero weight to any
proper SL2(R)-orbit closure, i.e. µMV. Note this summary leaves out some
issues in the proof and in particular, some of the statements we made require
restricting to suitable compact sets.
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4.2. Accumulation on the octagon locus. Recall the balanced tremor σ ∈
T bal
ω1

defined in Section 2.7. We may assume it is normalized so that ‖σ‖ω1
= 1.

Recalling that T bal
ω1

is contained in the horizontal space, we let

σt = KZ(gtus, ω1)σ = KZ(gt, usω1)σ,

where the action of the cocycle on the horizontal space is defined in (2.8).
The second equality follows from the cocycle property and (2.6). To simplify
notation, we drop the dependence on s in σt. Observe that νt,a, the us-invariant
probability measure on the periodic us-orbit through gtTremω1,σ(a) is given by

νt,a(A) := |{s ∈ [0, 1] : gtTremusω1,σ(a) ∈ A}|
= |{s ∈ [0, 1] : Tremgtusω1,σt(e

ta) ∈ A}| (4.2)

for all measurable A ⊂ H1, where we used Lemma 2.4 for the second equality.
Here and throughout the remainder of the article, we continue to drop the
trivialization maps from our notation.

We record the following basic fact about limits of νt,a.

Lemma 4.2. Let ti be a sequence going to infinity and let ai be an arbitrary
sequence. Then, any weak-∗ limit of νti,ai is horocycle-invariant.

Proof. This is because the set of invariant measures for a (continuous) flow is
closed in the weak-∗ topology and each of the νt,ai is horocycle-invariant (in
fact given by a periodic horocycle orbit). �

Given % > 0, let t% > 0 be the constant provided by Theorem 4.1. Recall
the sets Bt(%) and St(%) defined in (4.1).

ν ′t,a(%)(A) =
1

|Bt(%)|
|{s ∈ Bt(%) : gtTremusω1,σ(a) ∈ A}|. (4.3)

Similarly, let

ν ′′t,a(%)(A) =
1

|St(%)|
|{s ∈ St(%) : gtTremusω1,σ(a) ∈ A}|. (4.4)

The results of the previous subsection imply the following corollary via Fu-
bini’s theorem.

Corollary 4.3. Given 0 < % < 1, let t% > 0 and Ct% > 0 be the constants
provided by Theorem 4.1. Then, for every 0 < % < 1, there exists a% with
|a%| ≤ e−t%/Ct% such that the following holds. For every sequence %k → 0 such
that the measures ν ′t%k ,a%k

converge to a measure ν ′∞ in the weak-∗ topology,

we have that ν ′∞ gives zero mass to all Teichmüller curves in H1.
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The idea of the proof is as follows. We consider the 2-parameter family of
surfaces gt%Tremusω1,σ(`) parametrized by (s, `) ∈ Bt%(%)×R. Proposition 3.1
says that for a fixed s, tremor orbits (corresponding to {s}×R) do not concen-
trate near any Teichmüller curve. The corollary will follow by an application
of Fubini’s theorem. We use that s ∈ Bt%(%) to ensure that the tangent vector
to the tremor orbit has a definite size. Indeed, the statement does not hold
for s ∈ St%(%), cf. Lemma 4.4.

Proof of Corollary 4.3. By [McM09], any stratum of abelian differentials con-
tains countably many Teichmüller curves. In genus two, this fact is due
to [McM03,Cal04]. Let V1,V2, . . . be an enumeration of the Teichmüller curves
in Hu. Let K1 ⊂ K2 ⊂ . . . be an exhaustion of Hu by compact sets with non-
empty interior. For every n ≥ 1, let Pn =

⋃n
k=1 Vk and for each δ > 0, denote

by P δ
n the union of the δ-neighborhoods of Vk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Denote by χδn

the indicator function of P δ
n ∩ Kn. For % > 0 and s ∈ R, let

x(%, s) = gt%usω1, σ(%, s) = KZ(gt% , usω1)σ, σ̄(%, s) =
σ(%, s)

‖σ(%, s)‖x(%,s)

.

We claim that Proposition 3.1 implies that for each n ≥ 1, we can find
δn > 0 so that for all % > 0,

2Ct%

∫
|`|≤C−1

t%

χδnn
(
Tremx(%,s),σ(%,s)(`)

)
d` ≤ 1/n, ∀s ∈ Bt%(%). (4.5)

Indeed, note that for all q ∈ Hu, 0 6= β ∈ T bal
q and ` ∈ R,

Tremq,β(`) = Tremq, β
‖β‖q

(` ‖β‖q).

For simplicity, we will use ‖·‖ to denote ‖·‖x(%,s). By a change of variable, we
obtain

∫
|`|≤C−1

t%

χδnn
(
Tremx(%,s),σ(%,s)(`)

)
d`

=

∫
|`|≤C−1

t%

χδnn
(
Tremx(%,s),σ̄(%,s)(` ‖σ(%, s)‖)

)
d`

=
1

‖σ(%, s)‖

∫
|`|≤ ‖σ(%,s)‖

Ct%

χδnn
(
Tremx(%,s),σ̄(%,s)(`)

)
d`.

Let T = ‖σ(%,s)‖
Ct%

and note that since s ∈ Bt%(%), we have that T ≥ 1/% > 1.

We may then apply Proposition 3.1 for each Vk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, with this choice of
T and with ε = 1/n2, q = x(%, s), β = σ̄(%, s), and K = interior(Kn) to obtain
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δn > 0 which satisfies (4.5). Note that we are using Lemma 2.4 to ensure that
σ̄(%, s) belongs to the tremor space of x(%, s).

In view of (4.5), by Fubini’s theorem,

2Ct%

∫
|`|≤C−1

t%

( 1

|Bt%(%)|

∫
Bt% (%)

χδnn
(
Tremx(%,s),σ(%,s)(`)

)
ds
)
d` ≤ 1/n.

Hence, for each % with 2−n ≤ % < 2−n+1, we can find ã% with |ã%| ≤ C−1
t%

such that the inner average (viewed as a function of `) is at most 1/n. Let
a% = e−t% ã% and note that

gt%Tremusω1,σ(a%) = Tremx(%,s),σ(%,s)(ã%)

by Lemma 2.4. One then checks that such a choice of a% satisfies the corollary.

�

For q̃ ∈ Hm, denote by Eu(q̃) ⊂ Tq̃ the unstable subspace of the tangent
space for the Teichmüller geodesic flow. More explicitly, we let Eu(q̃) denote
the horizontal space H1(S,Σ;Rx), viewed as a subspace of the tangent space
Tq̃ under the identification Tq̃

∼= H1(S,Σ;Rx)⊕H1(S,Σ;Ry); cf. Section 2 for
definitions.

Avila-Gouëzel defined an analogue of the exponential map, denoted by Ψq,
from a neighborhood of 0 in Eu(q̃) to Hm as follows. Given a path κ : [0, 1]→
Hm with κ(0) = q̃ such that κ′(t) = v for all t, one defines Ψq̃(v) = κ(1). It
is shown in [AG13, Proposition 5.3] that for all q̃ ∈ Hm, Ψq̃ is well-defined
on a ball of radius 1/2 in Eu(q̃) in the sup-norm. It also follows by [AG13,
Proposition 5.3] that

distm(q̃,Ψq̃(w)) ≤ 2 ‖w‖q̃ , (4.6)

for all w ∈ Eu(q̃) with ‖w‖q̃ ≤ 1/2. By the description of tremor in holonomy

coordinates in (2.5), it follows that for a path given by κ(t) = Tremq̃,β(t), we
have κ′(t) = β for all t. In particular, for β ∈ T bal

q̃ with ‖β‖q̃ ≤ 1/2, we have

Ψq̃(β) = Tremq̃,β(1). (4.7)

Lemma 4.4. For each % > 0, let t% > 0 and Ct% > 0 be the constants provided
by Theorem 4.1. Let a% be the constant provided by Corollary 4.3. Let %k →
0 be an arbitrary sequence such that the measures ν ′′t%k ,a%k

(%k) converge to a

measure ν ′′∞ in the weak-∗ topology. Then, ν ′′∞ is us-invariant and satisfies
ν ′′∞(H1\O1) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let ν ′′∞ be one such limit measure along a sequence %n →
0. We first show that ν ′′∞(H1\O1) = 0. Recall that distu and distm refer to the
sup-norm metrics on Hu and Hm respectively.
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Let % ≤ 1/2, s ∈ St%(%) and denote gt%usω1 by x(%, s). Let x̃(%, s) denote its
unique lift to our fixed fundamental domain in Hm. Let

T (%, s) := gt%Tremusω1,σ(a%) = Tremx(%,s),σt% (et%a%) ∈ H1,

where the second equality follows by Lemma 2.4. Define T̃ (%, s) ∈ Hm,1 sim-

ilarly using x̃(%, s) in place of x(%, s). Note that T̃ (%, s) is a lift to Hm,1 of
T (%, s). Hence, we have

distu(x(%, s), T (%, s)) ≤ distm(x̃(%, s), T̃ (%, s)).

As s ∈ St(%) and et%a% ≤ C−1
t% (by Corollary 4.3), we have

∥∥et%a%σt%∥∥x̃(%,s)
≤ %.

Since % ≤ 1/2, we may apply with (4.6) and (4.7) to obtain

distu(x(%, s), T (%, s)) ≤ 2C−1
t%

∥∥σt%∥∥x̃(%,s)
< 2%.

The above being true for all s ∈ St%(%) and since x(%, s) ∈ O1, it follows that
ν ′′∞(H1\O1) = 0.

Since ν ′′∞ lives on O1, to show that it is us-invariant, it suffices to prove that
ν ′′∞(usA) = ν ′′∞(A) for all Borel sets A ⊆ O1. Since the space of Borel measures
of mass ≤ 1 on H1 is compact, by passing to a subsequence we may assume
that νt%n ,a%n converges to a measure ν∞. By Lemma 4.2, ν∞ is us-invariant.
Moreover, since %n → 0, Theorem 4.1 shows that ν∞ is a (non-trivial) convex
combination of ν ′∞ and ν ′′∞, where ν ′∞ is some weak-∗ limit of the measures
ν ′t%n ,a%n .

Let A ⊆ O1. By Corollary 4.3, we have that ν ′∞(O1) = 0. Since O1 is
us-invariant, we have usA ⊆ O1. Hence, we get

ν ′′∞(usA) = ν∞(usA) = ν∞(A) = ν ′′∞(A). �

Lemma 4.4 implies the following corollary.

Corollary 4.5. Let ν ′∞ be a limit measure as in Corollary 4.3. Then, ν ′∞ is
us-invariant.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the argument at the end of the
proof of Lemma 4.4 and relies on the fact that ν ′∞ lives on the complement of all
Teichmüller curves which is a us-invariant set as follows by Corollary 4.3. �

4.3. Non-escape of mass. We show that the collection of measures νt,a con-
structed above is tight.
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Proposition 4.6. For all % > 0, there exists a compact set K ⊂ Hu (depending
on %) so that for all t ≥ 0, a ∈ R, we have

νt,a(K) ≥ 1− %.

We deduce Proposition 4.6 from the following lemma, which is due
to [EM01]; cf. [ASAE+21, Lemma 3.5] for the version below.

Lemma 4.7. There exists a proper function α : Hu → [0,∞), t0 > 0 and b so

that
∫ 1

0
α(gtusx)ds ≤ α(x) + b for all x ∈ Hu and t ≥ t0.

Proof of Proposition 4.6. Recall that C := {usω1}s∈[0,1) and let S be the set of
tremors of C. Then S is the image of a two-torus under translation equivalence.
Indeed, we can consider the measure τ ′ giving full weight to the cylinder of
area a on ω1. Because a twist of one of the cylinders will eventually return it to
its initial position, there exists a minimal r > 0 so that Tremω1,τ ′(r) = ω1. By
definition u1ω1 = ω1. Observe that the tremor of any point in C can be written
as usTremω1,τ ′(`) for some s, `. By Lemma 2.3, tremors and the horocycle flow
commute. Hence, we have that S is the two-torus (with fundamental domain
[0, 1] × [0, r]) or its image under quotienting out by translation equivalence.
Thus, there is a fixed compact set, K ′, so that S ⊂ K ′.

Let α be a function satisfying Lemma 4.7. Since S is compact, we have

A = maxω∈S α(ω) < ∞. Given %, let K = α−1[0, 2(A+b)
%

]. So for every x ∈ S
and t, we have

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : gtusx /∈ K}| ≤
%

2
. �

4.4. Proof of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 1.2. As a first step to proving
our main results, by a straightforward diagonal argument we have:

Lemma 4.8. The set of measures that arise as weak-∗ limits of νti,ai for any
choice of ti, ai is closed in the weak-∗ topology.

Since g`νt,a = ν`+t,e`a, we have:

Lemma 4.9. The set of probability measures that can be obtained as weak-∗
limits of νti,ai is closed under the pushforwards (g`)∗ for any `.

To upgrade the horocycle invariance of our measures to invariance under
all of SL2(R), we need the following result which is deduced from the work of
Eskin-Mirzakhani [EM18] and Eskin-Mirzakhani-Mohammadi [EMM15] via a
result of Forni [For21].

Theorem 4.10. Let µ be a horocycle-invariant measure and M an SL2(R)-
orbit closure so that µ(M) = 1 and for any SL2(R)-orbit closure M′ ( M,
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µ(M′) = 0. Then, there exists an unbounded set S ⊂ R+ so that

lim
t∈S,t→∞

(gt)∗µ = µM,

where µM is the unique SL2(R)-invariant Lebesgue measure whose support is
M.

Proof. Note that since µM is SL2(R)-ergodic, it is ergodic for the horocycle
flow by Mautner’s phenomenon. Hence, by [For21, Theorem 1.1] it suffices to

show that 1
T

∫ T
0

(gt)∗µ dt converges to µM. This follows by Eskin-Mirzakhani
and Eskin-Mirzakhani-Mohammadi. To see this, we claim that:

µM = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

(gt)∗µ dt. (4.8)

First, [EMM15, Theorem 2.7] shows

µM = lim
1

T

∫ T

0

∫ 1

0

δgtusxdsdt

for any x ∈ M that is not contained in a closed SL2(R)-invariant sublocus
of M. This establishes the result for U -invariant measures, whose support is
contained in M and that give zero mass to the union of all closed SL2(R)-
invariant sets contained in M. By [EMM15, Proposition 2.16], there are only
countably many of these, and so this is implied by the in principle weaker
assumption that µ gives zero mass to each closed SL2(R)-invariant sublocus of
M. We have established (4.8). �

We are now ready for the proof of the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 2.5 assuming Theorem 4.1. Recall the measures defined in
equations (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4). Given % ∈ (0, 1), we denote by t% > 0 and
Ct% > 0 the constants provided by Theorem 4.1. Let a% be a constant satisfying
Corollary 4.3 so that |a%| ≤ e−t%/Ct% . Since the space of Borel measures of
mass at most 1 on H is compact, we can find a sequence %n → 0 such that the
sequence νt%n ,a%n converges to a measure ν∞. By Lemma 4.2, ν∞ is us-invariant.
By Proposition 4.6, ν∞ is a probability measure.

By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that ν ′t%n ,a%n and ν ′′t%n ,a%n con-
verge to measures ν ′∞ and ν ′′∞ respectively. By Theorem 4.1,

ν∞ = pν ′∞ + (1− p)ν ′′∞,

for some 1/100 ≤ p ≤ 99/100.

Since ν∞ is a probability measure, both ν ′∞ and ν ′′∞ are probability measures.
By Lemma 4.4, ν ′′∞ is us-invariant and ν ′′∞(O) = 1. It is then a well-known
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result (cf. [KM96]) that

(gt)∗ν
′′
∞

t→∞−−−→ µO,

where µO is the Haar probability measure on O. In view of Corollary 4.3, ν ′∞
gives 0 mass to all Teichmüller curves inside Hu. By the work of Calta [Cal04]
and McMullen [McM03], the only proper SL2(R)-invariant subloci of Hu are
Teichmüller curves. Hence, Theorem 4.10 shows that there is a sequence tk →
∞ such that

(gtk)∗ν
′
∞

k→∞−−−→ µMV,

where µMV is the Masur-Veech measure on H1. It follows that

(gtk)∗ν∞
k→∞−−−→ pµMV + (1− p)µO.

To conclude the proof, we note that Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 show that the above
convex combination can be realized as a limit of of measures of the form νti,ai
(for a now possibly unbounded sequence of ai’s).

�

5. Oscillations of the KZ cocycle

The goal of this section is to reduce the proof of Theorem 4.1 to Proposi-
tion 5.1 below. We also introduce several preliminary results which we need
for the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Notational convention. Throughout the remainder of the article, we make
an identification

Tbal
O
∼= R2.

by choosing a basis for Tbal
O . We may then view the restriction of the KZ-

cocycle to Tbal
O as taking values in SL2(R). In the remainder of the article,

we will use the same notation KZ(·, ·) for this restriction of the cocycle to
Tbal
O . Additionally, for convenience, we fix a norm on R2 and denote it ‖·‖. A

convenient explicit choice of such basis will be made in Section 6.

Proposition 5.1. For all 0 < κ < 1, there exists t0 > 0 such that for all
t ≥ t0 and all v ∈ R2 with ‖v‖ = 1,

sup
r≥0

∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v)‖ ∈
[
κr, κ−1r

]}∣∣ < 49

50
+ κ.

The proof of Proposition 5.1 is given in Section 8. The main intermediate
results needed for the proof are stated in this section and proved in Sections 6
and 7.
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5.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1 from Proposition 5.1. Fix some % ∈ (0, 1).
Note that it suffices to establish Theorem 4.1 with our fixed norm ‖·‖ in place
of the sup-norm. Indeed, using Proposition 5.3 below, we can choose a compact
set F ⊂ O, depending on %, so that for all s ∈ [0, 1] outside of a set of measure
at most %/2, we have gtusω1 ∈ F . On F , the sup-norm is uniformly equivalent
to our fixed norm ‖·‖.

Moreover, it suffices to show that for every κ > 0, there exists tκ > 0 so
that for all t ≥ tκ, and v ∈ R2 with ‖v‖ = 1,∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v‖ ≥ C ′tκ

−1
}∣∣ ≥ 1/100− κ, (5.1)

and

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v‖ < C ′tκ}| ≥ 1/100− κ, (5.2)

for some C ′t > 0. To see that this implies the assertion of Theorem 4.1, let
N ∈ N be a large integer to be chosen below depending on %, and apply (5.1)
and (5.2) with κ = %2N . Since the interval [κC ′t, κ

−1C ′t) is a disjoint union
of 2N − 1 intervals of the form [%2k+2C ′t, %

2kC ′t) for −N ≤ k ≤ N − 2, the
pigeonhole principle, along with (5.1) and (5.2), implies that

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v‖ ∈ [%2k+2C ′t, %
2kC ′t)}| ≤

49/50 + 2κ

2N − 1
,

for some −N ≤ k ≤ N − 2. Hence, if N is large enough, depending on %,
the above bound is at most %/2. In light of (5.1) and (5.2), Theorem 4.1 now
follows by taking Ct = %2k+1C ′t, where k is chosen so the above estimate holds.

To show the estimates (5.1) and (5.2), let t0 > 0 be the constant provided
by Proposition 5.1. Let λ be the Borel probability measure on the real line
given by

λ(A) = |{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v)‖ ∈ A}| ,
for every measurable set A. Note that λ is supported on the half line [0,∞).
Let Fλ be the function defined by Fλ(r) = λ([r,∞)), for every r ∈ R, and
let r0 = sup{r ≥ 0 : Fλ(r) > 1/100 − κ}. Proposition 5.1 implies that
λ({0}) < 49/50 + κ, and, hence, r0 is strictly positive. Moreover, from outer
regularity of Borel measures, we deduce that the half closed interval [r0,∞)
has measure at least 1/100−κ. This implies (5.1) with C ′t = κr0. On the other
hand, inner regularity implies that the open half interval (r0,∞) has measure
at most 1/100 − κ. Hence, by Proposition 5.1, we have that Fλ(r0κ

2) =
λ([r0κ

2, r0]) + λ((r0,∞)) ≤ 1/100− κ+ 49/50 + κ. Thus, (5.2) also holds for
the same choice of C ′t.

5.2. Flow boxes and local holonomy. For ε > 0 and a closed connected
subgroup H ⊆ SL2(R), we denote by Hε the ε-neighborhood of identity in
H. Denote by A, U , and U− the subgroup of diagonal, upper triangular, and
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lower triangular matrices of SL2(R) respectively. The product map gives a
local diffeomorphism U−×A×U → SL2(R) with a Zariski-dense open image.
Hence, there exists a contant c0 ≥ 1 such that the image of U−ε ×Aε×Uε, which
we denote Bε, is contained in the c0ε-neighborhood of identity in SL2(R).

Given x ∈ O and 0 < ε ≤ inj(x)/c0, then the map g 7→ gx embeds Bε

isometrically inside O. We write Bεx for the image of this embedding. Hence,
for every y = ûsgturx ∈ Bε, we can write

û(y) := s, a(y) := t, u(y) := r.

Note that the dependence on ε < inj(x)/c0 is surpressed. In particular, û, a,
and u give coordinates on Bεx so that we may use (s, t, r) ∈ Bεx to denote
the point ûsgturx. We refer to these coordinates as flow adapted coordinates.

Given y ∈ Bεx, we denote by W u
loc(y) the local unstable leaf of y inside Bεx.

More precisely,

W u
loc(y) = {z ∈ Bεx : û(z) = û(y), a(z) = a(y)} .

The weak stable leaf through y, denoted W cs
loc(y), consists of those points

z ∈ Bεy with u(z) = u(y).

Given y, z ∈ Bεx, the weak stable holonomy, denoted Ψcs
y,z : W u

loc(y) →
W u

loc(z) is defined as follows: for all y′ ∈ W u
loc(y), Ψcs

y,z(y
′) is defined to be

the unique point in W u
loc(z) ∩ W cs

loc(y
′). Whenever ε > 0 is small enough

(independently of x so long as Ψcs
• is defined), the maps Ψcs

• are absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on W u

loc. Moreover, the
Jacobians of Ψcs

• tend to 1 uniformly as ε→ 0. More precisely, for every δ > 0,
there is ε0 > 0 so that for all 0 < ε < ε0 and all x ∈ O with inj(x)/c0 > ε, the
Jacobians of Ψcs

• in the flow box Bεx are within δ from 1. These facts follow
readily for instance from the following computation:

usûr =

(
1 0
r

1+sr
1

)(
1 + sr 0

0 1
1+sr

)(
1 s

1+sr

0 1

)
.

Indeed, if p− = ûrgt ∈ U−ε Aε satisfies y = p−z, and us ∈ Uε is such that usy ∈
W u

loc(y), then the above computation shows that Ψcs
y,z(usy) = ue−2ts/(1+sr)z. In

particular, in flow adapted coordinates, the Jacobian of Ψcs
y,z is the Jacobian

of the map s 7→ e−2ts/(1 + sr).

5.3. Equidistribution and recurrence of horocycles. We recall classical
results on the asymptotic behavior of translates of horocycles on finite volume
quotients of SL2(R) by its lattices.
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Proposition 5.2 (Proposition 2.2.1, [KM96]). For every compactly supported
ϕ ∈ L2([0, 1]) with integral 1, f ∈ Cc(O1), and all x ∈ O1,

lim
t→∞

∫ 1

0

f(gtusx)ϕ(s) ds =

∫
f dµO.

Moreover, for a given ϕ, the convergence is uniform as x varies over compact
subsets of O1.

Proposition 5.3. For every ε > 0 and compact set K ⊂ O1, there exists a
compact set Ω ⊂ O1 such that

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : gtusx /∈ Ω}| ≤ ε,

for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ K.

Proof. We provide a proof of this known result which holds more generally for
quotients of SL2(R) by a lattice for the reader’s convenience. We indicate a
proof using the integrability of the height function constructed by Eskin and
Masur given by Lemma 4.7. Let α : O1 → R+ be a function as in Lemma 4.7.
Let A denote the supremum over x ∈ K of α(x) and let B = A+b, where b > 0
is the constant provided by the lemma. Then, A is finite by the semicontinuity
of α. Let C = B/ε and Ω = α−1([0, C]). Then, Ω is compact since α is proper.
Moreover, for any s ∈ [0, 1] and x ∈ K, if gtusx /∈ Ω, then α(gtusx) > C.
Hence, the result follows by an application of Chebyshev’s inequality. �

5.4. Periodic orbits with distinct Lyapunov exponents. The fact un-
derlying the presence of oscillations in Proposition 5.1 is the existence of two
periodic orbits for the geodesic flow over which the cocycle has sufficiently dif-
ferent growth rates. The following proposition describes the properties these
periodic orbits need to satisfy. It is proved in Section 6.

Proposition 5.4. There exists ε0 > 0, depending only on O1, such that the
following holds. For every 0 < ε < ε0, there are ωa, ωb ∈ O1 with periodic geo-
desic flow orbits with (not necessarily primitive) periods `a and `b respectively
such that the following hold:

(1) d(ωa, ωb) ≤ ε.

(2) ‖KZ(g`b , ωb)‖ ≤ ε ‖KZ(g`a , ωa)‖.
(3) |`a − `b| < 1.

(4) The lifts of ωa and ωb to our fundamental domain D0 (cf. Section 2.5)
are each at a distance at least ε0 from ∂D0.

(5) The injectivity radii at ωa and ωb is at least ε0.

We remark that Proposition 5.4 is essentially the only place in our arguments
where we use the fact that we are working over the octagon locus.
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5.5. Non-atomic boundary measures. Recall the notational convention
from the beginning of the section. To prove Proposition 5.1, we need to
prove that certain asymptotic flags vary along stable and unstable horo-
cycles. Briefly, we will “match” points ω′, ω′′ ∈ C, so that KZ(gt, ω

′) =
A ·KZ(g`a , ωa) ·B and KZ(gt, ω

′′) = A ·KZ(g`b , ωb) ·B. Here, A and B will be
elements of SL2(R) occuring as common values of the cocycle along segments
of the orbits of ω′ and ω′′. Naively, for a given vector v one would suspect that
a discrepancy in operator norms of the form

‖KZ(g`a , ωa)‖ � ‖KZ(g`b , ωb)‖

would imply that

‖KZ(gt, ω
′)v‖ � ‖KZ(gt, ω

′′)v‖ .
To make this work we need to show there are not coincidences between any of

— v and the most contracted input direction of B,

— the most expanded output direction of B and the most contracted
input direction of KZ(g`b , ωb)

— the most expanded output direction of KZ(g`b , ωb) and the most con-
tracted input direction of A.

The result that we use to rule out such coincidences is the following
proposition, proved in Section 7. Let K = SO2(R) and A+ be the diago-
nal subsemigroup of SL2(R) with the larger eigenvalue in the top left cor-
ner. For A = `ak ∈ SL2(R), with k, ` ∈ K and a ∈ A+, define maps
ξin, ξout : SL2(R)→ RP1 by setting

ξin(A) = k−1 · e2, ξout(A) = ` · k−1 · e1, (5.3)

where e1, e2 are the standard basis vectors of R2. In particular, ξin(A) is the
most contracted singular input direction and ξout(A) be the most expanded
output singular direction.

Recall the fundamental domain D0 of O given in Section 2.5.

Proposition 5.5. For all ε > 0, v ∈ RP1, and compact sets K ⊂ Õ, such
that K is contained in the interior of the fundamental domain D0 of O, there
exists δ > 0 so that for any interval I ⊆ [0, 1], we can find t0 > 0 such that for
all ω ∈ K and t ≥ t0,

|{s ∈ I : ]
(
ξin(KZ(gt, usω)), v

)
< δ}| < ε|I|.

In this result, we restrict to compact sets contained in the interior of the
fundamental domain to avoid technical issues arising from discontinuities of
the cocycle at the boundary.
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6. Choice of pseudo-Anosovs

The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 5.4. This section, together
with Proposition 7.5, are the only places where we use specific properties of
the octagon locus. We give a more algebraic description of the splitting of the
tangent space over the octagon locus into the tautological and balanced sub-
spaces. In particular, we show the splitting is defined (at the regular octagon)
over a quadratic field and the two subspaces are Galois conjugates of one an-
other. Using the Galois conjugate of the canonical basis of the tautological
space (cf. Section 2), we find explicit hyperbolic matrices in the Veech group
of the octagon giving rise to the two periodic orbits satisfying Proposition 5.4.

6.1. Monodromy over the octagon locus. In this subsection we analyze
the octagon locus O and its monodromy. Recall the notation introduced in
Section 2.5. In particular, recall that we chose a translation surface M0 cor-
responding to the octagon. In this subsection, we interpret the Veech group
Γ as the group of affine automorphisms of M0. If α ∈ Γ then we denote its
derivative by Dα. The homomorphism that takes α to Dα is the Veech ho-
momorphism. We denote by α∗ the induced action on the homology of M0

and by α∗ the action on cohomology groups H1(M0,Σ;R2) or H1(M0,Σ;R).
We use the term monodromy to refer to the right action of the Veech group
on cohomology.

We begin by recalling the following standard result; cf. [Hat02, ch. 3.1].

Lemma 6.1 (Universal coefficient theorem). The natural homomorphism
sending cohomology classes in H1(M0,Σ;R) to HomQ(H1(M0,Σ;Q),R) is
an isomorphism. Let α be an automorphism of M0. The action of α∗

on H1(M0,Σ;R) corresponds to the action of α∗ by precomposition on
HomQ(H1(M0,Σ;Q),R).

Lemma 6.2. Let hol0 : H1(M0,Σ;Q) → R2 be the holonomy map of M0.
This map is equivariant with respect to the action of the Veech group in that
hol0 ◦ α∗ = Dα ◦ hol0 where α ∈ Γ.

Proof. Let α be an element of Γ which we think of as represented by an affine
automorphism of M0 with derivative Dα. Let σ be an oriented saddle connec-
tion. Let [σ] be the homology class of σ in H1(M0,Σ;Z). The holonomy of the
image of σ under α is Dα(hol0([σ])) thus we have hol0 ◦α∗[σ] = Dα◦hol0([σ]).
Since H1(M0,Σ;Z) is generated by saddle connections we have hol0 ◦ α∗ =
Dα ◦ hol0. �
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Figure 2. The conjugate action of the extended Veech group
is generated by reflections in the side of this triangle.

The lemma tells us that the following square is commutative.

H1(M,Σ;Q) H1(M,Σ;Q)

R2 R2

hol

α∗

hol

Dα

We now recall standard facts regarding Galois conjugate representations of
Veech groups; cf. [GJ00].

Lemma 6.3. Let k = Q(
√

2) ⊂ R. The holonomy map hol0 : H1(M0,Σ;Q)→
R2 is injective and its image is k2 ⊂ R2.

Proof. Since M0 has genus two H1(M0,Σ;Q) is a 4-dimensional vector space
over Q. Let us write

H1 = H1(S,Σ;Q).

By considering horizontal and vertical saddle connections contained in the
regular octagon we see that M0 has saddle connections with holonomy (1, 0),
(1 +
√

2, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 1 +
√

2). These generate a 4 dimensional Q-subspace
of k2 hence all of k2. Since H1 has Q dimension 4 the image of H1 is equal to
k2. Since the holonomy map has a 4-dimensional image its kernel is 0 so the
map is injective. �

According to the lemma, we can view the holonomy as taking values in
either R2 or in k2. We write holk for the map holk : H1 → k2. Similarly we
write Dαk for the map Dαk : k2 → k2.
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Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 give us the commutativity of the following diagram.

H1 H1

k2 k2

holk

α∗

holk

Dαk

Let us write φ1 for the inclusion of k into R. This map is a field embedding.
There is a second real valued field embedding which we denote by φ2 : k → R.
If gal denotes the Galois automorphism of k which takes

√
2 to −

√
2 then

φ2 = φ1 ◦ gal.

Lemma 6.3 implies that the image of the holonomy map, which is a priori a
Q vector space, in fact has a k vector space structure. If a ∈ k and v ∈ H1, we
define av ∈ H1 to be hol−1

0 (a ·hol0(v)). We use the injectivity of the holonomy
to invert hol0. Let us write Homj(H1,R) for the R-vector space of φj-linear
maps from H1 to R. These are Q-linear maps f with the additional property
that f(λv) = φj(λ)v for λ ∈ k.

Let π1 and π2 be the coordinate projections on R2 and denote dx0 = π1◦hol0
and dy0 = π2 ◦hol0. It follows from Lemma 6.3 that dx0 and dy0 viewed as Q-
linear maps from H1 to R take values in k. When we want to emphasize that we
are dealing with k valued functions we write dxk and dyk for the corresponding
map from H1 to k. In terms of this notation we have dxk = π1 ◦ holk and
dyk = π2 ◦ holk. So dx0 = φ1 ◦ dxk and dy0 = φ1 ◦ dyk. So the following
diagram commutes as does the analogous diagram where we replace π1 by π2.

H1 k2 k

H1 R2 R

holk

id

π1

φ1×φ1 φ1

hol0 π1

It will be useful to introduce notation for the real valued “Galois conjugate”
versions of dx0 and dy0; namely dx0 = φ2 ◦ dxk and dy0 = φ2 ◦ dxk. The proof
of the following result follows the same lines as [AD16, Section 2.4].

Proposition 6.4. We have the following:

(1) The monodromy preserves the splitting of H1(M0,Σ;R2) into horizontal
and vertical subspaces.

(2) The 4-dimensional space H1(M0,Σ;R) splits as a direct sum of two
2-dimensional subspaces which we identify with Hom1(H1,R) and
Hom2(H1,R).

(3) This splitting is invariant under the Γ monodromy.
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(4) The action of Γ on Hom1(H1,R) with respect to the basis given by dx0

and dy0 is given by the Veech homomorphism matrices. These matrices
have coefficients in k.

(5) The action of Γ with respect to the basis given by dx0 and dy0 on
Hom2(H1,R) is given by Galois conjugates of the matrices in Item (4).

(6) Hom1(H1,R) corresponds to the tautological subspace of H1(M0,Σ;R).

In assertion (6) of the previous proposition we idenitfy Hom1(H1,R) with
the tautological subspace. The point of the following lemma is to identify the
other summand, Hom2(H1,R), with the balanced subspace.

Lemma 6.5. The real vector spaces Hom1(H1,R) and Hom2(H1,R) are sym-
plectically perpendicular (when viewed as subspaces of real cohomology). Thus
we can identify Hom2(H1,R) with the balanced subspace which is defined to be
the symplectic complement of the GL2(R)-space.

Proof. In order to prove this we give an alternate construction of the k vector
space structure on H1. Let α be the affine automorphism of M0 corresponding
to rotating the octagon by an angle of π/4 counterclockwise. Let A be the
corresponding rotation of R2. The trace of A is

√
2 and, in particular, belongs

to k. We define a linear map L from H1(M0,Σ;Q) to itself by L(v) = (α∗ +
α−1
∗ )(v) for v ∈ H1(M0,Σ;Q).

Let v ∈ H1(S,Σ;Q). We calculate:

hol(L(v)) = hol ◦ (α∗ + α−1
∗ )(v) = (A+ A−1)(v) = tr(A) · v =

√
2 · v

This uses the observation that A satisfies its characteristic polynomial so A2−
tr(A) · A+ I = 0 hence A− tr(A) · I + A−1 = 0 and A+ A−1 = tr(A) · I.

Now consider θ ∈ Hom1(H1, k) and τ ∈ Hom2(H1, k). For γ ∈ H1 we have
θ((α∗ + α−1

∗ )γ) = θ(tr(A) · γ) = tr(A) · θ(γ) by the k-linearity of θ. We also

have τ((α∗ + α−1
∗ )γ) = τ(tr(A) · γ) = tr(A) · τ(γ) by the k-antilinearity of τ .

We denote the symplectic pairing coming from the cup product by 〈·, ·〉 and
we use the fact that it is invariant under the action of α and (α∗)−1.

tr(A) · 〈θ, τ〉 = 〈tr(A) · θ, τ〉 = 〈(α∗ + (α∗)−1)θ, τ〉
= 〈α∗θ, τ〉+ 〈(α∗)−1θ, τ〉 = 〈θ, (α∗)−1τ〉+ 〈θ, α∗τ〉

= 〈θ, α∗τ + (α∗)−1τ〉 = 〈θ, tr(A) · τ〉 = tr(A) · 〈θ, τ〉

Hence, since tr(A) =
√

2 6= −
√

2 = tr(A), we have 〈θ, τ〉 = 0. �
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6.2. Proof of Proposition 5.4. In the standard continued fraction algo-
rithm there is a correspondence between periodic sequences and affine auto-
morphisms of the torus. The reference [SU11] describes a continued fraction
algorithm for the regular octagon. This associates to a direction in the octagon
a sequence of natural numbers between 1 and 7. In this case there is also a
correspondence between periodic sequences and affine automorphisms of the
regular octagon. Let

γ :=

(
−1 2 + 2

√
2

0 1

)
, ν3 :=

(
0 1
1 0

)
, ν4 :=

(
0 1
−1 0

)
.

These matrices occur as derivatives of (possibly orientation reversing) affine
automorphisms of the regular octagon [SU10, SU11]. The matrices νj corre-
spond to the image of the dihedral group that acts as isometries of the regular
octagon while γ is an affine involution which corresponds to a hidden symme-
try in the language of Veech [Vee89b]. In particular, the elements 5 τ1 = γν3

and τ2 = (γν4)2 belong to the image of the Veech homomorphism of Γ.

Note that the trace of τ1 and τ2 is 2 + 2
√

2 and 8 + 4
√

2 respectively. In
particular, the trace of each of τ1 and τ2 is strictly greater than 2 while their
determinant is 1. Hence, they are both hyperbolic matrices corresponding to
closed geodesics in O.

We claim that there exists N ≥ 1 such that for all n,m ≥ 1, the matrices
τmN2 τnN1 are hyperbolic. This claim is a special instance of the general well-
known fact concerning the existence of Zariski-dense Schottky subgroups inside
discrete Zariski-dense subgroups of SL2(R); cf. [Ben97, Prop. 4.3].

Indeed, let τ±i be the attracting and repelling fixed points of τi on the
boundary of H2. The only fixed points of τ−1

2 τ1 are 0 and ∞, neither of which
is fixed by τ1 and τ2. Hence, the sets

{
τ±1
}

and
{
τ±2
}

are disjoint. Thus, given 4
closed disjoint complex disks, B±1 and B±2 , centered at τ±1 and τ±2 respectively,
we can find a large enough N so that τ ki maps H2 \B−i into B+

i for all k ≥ N
and for i = 1, 2. An application of the ping-pong Lemma then implies that
τN1 and τN2 generate a convex cocompact (i.e. contains no parabolic elements)
Schottky subgroup Γ0 of Γ. Indeed, this can be seen by noting that any non-
trivial, cyclically reduced, word w in (τNi )± has exactly two fixed points on
the boundary, contained in two disjoint closed arcs which are contracted by
the first letter and the inverse of the last letter in w respectively. As every
word is conjugate to a cyclically reduced one, this shows that all elements of
Γ0 are hyperbolic. In particular, it follows that τmN2 τnN1 is hyperbolic for all
n,m ≥ 1 as claimed.

5. Squaring makes τ2 orientation-preserving, which simplifies some arguments.
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By Proposition 6.4, our choice of basis implies that Γ ⊂ SL2(Q(
√

2)). De-
note by σ : Γ→ SL2(R) the entrywise Galois conjugation. We claim that

‖σ(τn1 )‖
‖σ(τm2 τ

n
1 )‖

m→∞−−−→ 0, (6.1)

uniformly in n. Indeed, observe that σ(τ1) has trace 2 −
√

2 which is strictly
less than 2 and that τ1 has an infinite order. Hence, σ(τ1) is an elliptic matrix
of infinite order as well. Moreover, the trace of σ(τ2) is strictly greater than 2
implying it is a hyperbolic matrix. Hence, we can find a unit norm eigenvector
v ∈ R2 of σ(τ2) with eigenvalue λ so that |λ| > 1. Since σ(τ1) is elliptic, we have
that ‖σ(τ1)nv‖ � 1 uniformly over n ∈ Z. It follows that ‖σ(τm2 τ

n
1 )‖ � |λ|m,

while ‖σ(τn1 )‖ is uniformly bounded over n ∈ Z. This implies (6.1).

For m,n ∈ N, let qm,n ∈ O be a point with periodic geodesic flow orbit of
primitive period `m,n > 0, corresponding to τmN2 τnN1 . We will find n0,m0 ∈ N
and t1, t2 ≥ 0 so that ωb = gt1q0,1 and ωa = gt2qm0,n0 satisfy the proposi-
tion. In view of Proposition 6.4(5) and Lemma 6.5, the restriction of the
KZ-cocycle to Tbal

O takes values in σ(Γ) in the basis chosen in Proposition 6.4.
Hence, recalling that this restriction of the cocycle is also denoted KZ, we have
KZ(g`m,n , qm,n) = σ(τmN2 τnN1 ). In particular, Item (2) follows by (6.1) if m0 is
chosen large enough depending on ε. Fix one such m0.

Convex cocompactness of Γ0 implies that there is a compact set K ⊂ O
containing gtqm,n for all n,m ∈ N and t ∈ R. Indeed, K can be chosen
to be the image of the compact non-wandering set for the geodesic flow on
T1H2/Γ0 under the projection T1H2/Γ0 → O. Taking ε0 to be smaller than
the injectivity radius at all points in K yields Item (5).

We can find a compact set K̃ ⊂ T1H2 and lifts q̃m,n ∈ K̃ of qm,n for all
n,m. Let π : T1H2 → H2 be the natural projection and let xm,n = π(q̃m,n).
In our notation, Γ acts on the right by isometries on H2. As n → ∞, y · τnN1

converges to τ+
1 on the boundary of H2, uniformly as y varies in the compact

set K̃ · τm0N
2 . Hence, along a subsequence, the geodesic segment joining xm0,n

to (xm0,n · τm0N
2 ) · τnN1 converges (in the Hausdorff topology) to the geodesic

ray r joining some point y ∈ K̃ to τ+
1 as n→∞.

Since gtq̃0,1 converges to τ+
1 as t→∞, we can find a vector v tangent to the

ray r and at a distance at most ε/2 from gt1 q̃0,1 for some t1 > 0. Hence, we can
find t2 and n0 large enough so that the distance between gt2 q̃m0,n0 and gt1 q̃0,1 is
at most ε/2. In particular, Item (1) holds for ωb = gt1 q̃0,1 and ωa = gt2 q̃m0,n0 .
Recall that `m,n denoted the primitive periods of the periodic geodesics qm,n.

By Dirichlet’s theorem, we can find positive integers p and q such that
q > 2`m0,n0 and |p − q`0,1/`m0,n0 | ≤ 1/q. Taking `a = p`m0,n0 and `b = q`0,1,
we obtain Item (3).
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For Item (4), first note that the periodic geodesic through q0,1 is indepen-
dent of ε. Moreover, the geodesics containing the boundary of our chosen
fundamental domain D0 of Γ on H2 connect parabolic points on the boundary
at infinity; cf. Section 2.5. In particular, no side of D0 is contained in a lift
of this geodesic to H2. It follows that the distance of the lift of ωb to D0 to
the boundary ∂D is uniformly bounded below by a constant δ > 0 depending
only on τ1. Hence, Item (4) holds whenever ε0 < δ/2.

7. Non-atomic boundary measures

The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 5.5. We use the fact that the
Oseledets subspaces vary along horocycles to show that the “bad coincidences”
discussed above Proposition 5.5 occur on a set of negligible measure. This
issue appears frequently and the random walk approach developed in [EM18,
Appendix C] is convenient for our purposes. We recall their set up and then
use their results to obtain our desired conclusion in our closely related setting
of the geodesic flow. In Proposition 7.5, we verify the strong irreducibility
hypothesis of the subbundles we study.

7.1. Boundary measures and strong irreducibility. Let ν be a compactly
supported and SO2(R)-bi-invariant probability measure on SL2(R). Let

X = SL2(R)Z ×O1, ν̄ = νZ.

Define T : X → X by T (g, ω) = (Sg, g0ω) where S is the left shift, g =
(. . . , g−1, g0, g1, . . . ) ∈ SL2(R)Z, and ω ∈ O1.

Lemma 7.1. The measure ν̄ × µO is T -ergodic.

Proof. By [BQ16, Prop. 2.14], the lemma follows once ergodicity of µO as a
ν-stationary measure is established. To this end, denote by Pν the averaging
operator on L2(µO) associated to ν. That is Pν(f)(x) :=

∫
f(gx) dν(g). Let

f be a Pν-invariant function. We show that f is constant by showing that

〈f, ϕ〉 = 0, (7.1)

for every ϕ ∈ L2(µO) with
∫
ϕ dµO = 0. Fix one such ϕ. Since the support

of ν generates SL2(R), it follows from Oseledets’ theorem and Furstenberg’s
positivity of the top Lyapunov exponent of the random walk on R2 generated
by ν (cf. [BQ16, Cor. 4.32]) that ‖gn · · · g0‖ tends to infinity for ν̄-almost
every g. Hence, the Howe-Moore theorem implies that the matrix coefficient
〈f ◦gn · · · g0, ϕ〉 tends to 0 almost surely. The dominated convergence theorem
then gives that 〈Pn

ν (f), ϕ〉 → 0 as n → ∞. This implies (7.1) since Pν(f) =
f . �

Recall the definition of the map ξin in (5.3).
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Lemma 7.2. For ν̄ × µO-almost every (g, ω) ∈ X, the limit as n → ∞ of
ξin(KZ(gn....g0, ω)) exists in RP1.

Proof. This is a consequence of Oseledets’ theorem and positivity of the top
Lyapunov exponent as we now explain.

The restriction of the KZ-cocycle to the (2-dimensional) balanced space
induces a cocycle denoted α over the dynamical system (X,T, ν̄ × µO) de-
fined by α(1, (g, ω)) = KZ(g0, ω). It follows by [For02, Lemma 2.1’] that
‖KZ(g, ω)‖ � ‖g‖ uniformly for all (g, ω) ∈ X. In particular, log-integrability
of the cocycle α follows since ν is compactly supported. Combined with
Lemma 7.1, this means that Oseledets’ theorem provides a well-defined top
Lyapunov exponent for α.

Moreover, it follows by [Bai07, Theorem 15.1] that this top exponent is
positive. Indeed, the quoted result concerns the exponent with respect to µO
of the cocycle over the geodesic flow on O1. That this implies positivity of the
exponent of α follows from the fact that random products of the form gn · · · g0

almost surely shadow a geodesic, up to sublinear error; cf. [CE15, Lemma 4.1]
and [ASAE+21, Remark 7.4] for more details on the relationship between these
two cocycles.

Since the balanced space is two dimensional and the cocycle is SL2(R)-
valued, Oseledets’ theorem then implies that the second (i.e. bottom) Lya-
punov space is a well-defined, one-dimensional space occuring as the limit of
ξin(KZ(gn....g0, ω)) almost surely. This concludes the proof. �

By slight abuse of notation, we set

ξin(g, ω) = lim
n→∞

ξin(KZ(gn....g0, ω)),

on the full measure set where the limit exists. Note that ξin(g, ω) depends
only on the “future” of g, i.e. it depends only on the non-negative coordinates
of g.

Let ν̂ be the measure on O1 × RP1 defined by

ν̂(S × U) =

∫
O1

χS(ω)ν̄({g : ξin(g, ω) ∈ U})dµO(ω).

Let SL2(R) act on O1×RP1 by g(ω, v) = (gω,KZ(g, ω)v), where the KZ co-
cycle acts projectively on the second coordinate. The following lemma follows
from the equivariance identity: ξin(g, ω) = KZ(g0, ω)−1ξin(KZ(Sg, g0ω)).

Lemma 7.3. ν̂ is a ν-stationary measure. That is

ν̂(S × U) =

∫
SL2(R)

ν̂(g(S × U))dν(g).
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A measurable almost invariant splitting is a finite collection of measurable
maps Vi : O → RP1 such that

(1) Vi(x) 6= Vj(x) for all i 6= j and µO-almost every x.

(2) For ν × µO-almost every (g, x) ∈ SL2(R) × O1 and every i, there is j
such that KZ(g, x)Vi(x) = Vj(gx).

We say the cocycle is strongly irreducible (relative to ν and µO) if it does
not admit any measurable almost invariant splitting. Strong irreducibility
implies the following result.

Lemma 7.4 (Lemma C. 10, [EM18]). If KZ is strongly irreducible on R2, then
for almost every ω ∈ O1 and every v ∈ RP1 we have ν̄({g : ξin(g, ω) = v}) = 0.

We remark that the above definition of strong irreducibility differs slightly
from the one given in [EM18], however the above definition is the one used in
their proof.

In order to apply the above results, we verify the strong irreducibility of
the KZ cocycle in our setting using the results of Filip [Fil16] and Smillie-
Ulcigrai [SU10,SU11].

Proposition 7.5. The restriction of the KZ cocycle over the octagon locus
O to the subbundle with fibers the balanced subspace is strongly irreducible
(relative to ν and µO).

Proof. Suppose the restriction of the cocycle is not strongly irreducible. Then,
we can find a measurable almost invariant splitting L1, . . . , Lk : X → RP1.
Let Y = (RP1)k/Sk, where Sk is the symmetric group acting by permutations
of the coordinates. Let H = SL2(R). Note that the diagonal action of H
on Y is smooth in the sense of [Zim84, Definition 2.1.9], i.e. Y/H admits a
countable collection of Borel sets which separate points. Indeed, by a result
of Borel-Serre (cf. [Zim84, Theorem 3.1.3]), since H acts algebraically on the
variety (RP1)k, H-orbits are locally closed. This remains true on Y since Sk
is a finite group.

Recall that X = SL2(R)Z × O1. As in Lemma 7.2, we define a cocycle
α : Z×X → H over the skew-product on X given by α(1, (g, x)) = KZ(g0, x).
Let ϕ : X → Y be given by ϕ(g, x) = [L1(x), . . . , Lk(x)], for ν̄ × µO-almost
every (g, x). Since the Li’s are an almost invariant splitting, ϕ is invariant by
the cocycle α, i.e.

ϕ(T (g, x)) = ϕ(Sg, g0x) = [L1(g0x) . . . , Lk(g0x)] = α(1, (g, x))ϕ(g, x).

In particular, ϕ is invariant in the sense of [Zim84, Definition 4.2.17] (where
in our notation the acting group is Z by the skew-product on X).
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Recall that ν̄ × µO is T -ergodic by Lemma 7.1. Hence, we can apply Zim-
mer’s cocycle reduction lemma [Zim84, Lemma 5.2.11] (since the cocycle is
H-valued), to get that α is equivalent to a cocycle taking values in the stabi-
lizer in H of a point y ∈ Y , denoted Hy. This means that, up to a measurable
change of basis, we may assume that KZ(g, x) ∈ Hy for ν-a.e. g and for µO-
a.e. x.

We wish to apply the results of Filip [Fil16, Section 8.1]. We recall his
terminology. The above discussion implies that the measurable algebraic hull
F of the cocycle is, up to conjugacy, contained in the group Hy. In other
words, there is a measurable SL2(R)-equivariant section σ of the principal H-
bundle over O1 whose fibers are isomorphic to H/F . By [Fil16, Theorem 8.1],
σ agrees almost everywhere with a real analytic section of this principal bundle
and in particular we may assume that σ is everywhere defined.

This implies that there is a finite collection of continuous sections `1, . . . , `j
of the bundle over O1 with fibers the balanced space and which are permuted
by the cocycle. By the work of Smillie-Ulcigrai [SU10,SU11], the Veech group
contains a pseudo-Anosov element τ1 whose monodromy action on the bal-
anced space is given by an elliptic element of infinite order, cf. the proof of
Proposition 5.4. Let x ∈ O1 be a periodic point for the geodesic flow, with
period t0, corresponding to τ1. Since gt0x = x, we get that KZ(gt0 , x) = τ1

must permute the finite collection of lines `i(x). This contradicts the fact
that an elliptic element of infinite order acts strongly irreducibly, i.e. does not
permute any finite collection of lines. �

7.2. Non-atomicity of the boundary measures for the geodesic flow.
We now translate the above results into results about the geodesic flow. First,
note that Oseledets’ theorem implies that

ξin(x) := lim
t→∞

ξin (KZ(gt, x))

exists in RP1 for µO-almost every x. Lemma 7.4 and Proposition 7.5 yield the
following corollary.

Corollary 7.6. For all ε > 0, there exists δ > 0 so that for any v ∈ RP1 we
have µO({ω : ](v, ξin(ω)) < δ}) < ε.

Proof. Given ω ∈ O1, let νω be the measure on RP1 given by νω(U) = ν̄({g :
ξin(g, ω) ∈ U}). By the SO2(R)-invariance of ν, νω = νrθω. By sublinear
tracking (cf. [CE15, Lemma 4.1]), there exists a measure σ on SO2(R) so that

σ({rθ ∈ SO2(R) : lim
t→∞

ξin(KZ(gt, rθω)) ∈ U}) = νω(U).

Since νω = νrθω, we have that σ is SO2(R)-invariant and, hence, is the Haar
measure on SO2(R). Recall the Iwasawa decomposition SL2(R) = U−AK,
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where K = SO2(R), A is the diagonal group and U− is the lower triangular
unipotent group. In particular, the measure µO is locally equivalent to the
product of the Haar measures on these 3 subgroups. Moreover, for any ω ∈
O1 and for a and b small enough depending on the injectivity radius at ω,
ξin(gt, ûagbrθω) depends only on rθ. Thus, the estimate in the corollary follows
by Lemma 7.4, since the cocycle is strongly irreducible by Proposition 7.5. �

We need the following lemma before starting the proof of Proposition 5.5.
It relates the singular vectors of a product of two matrices to those of the
matrices in the product.

Lemma 7.7. Let A,B ∈ SL2(R). Let v = B−1ξin(A)
‖B−1ξin(A)‖ and let w = ξin(AB)⊥.

Then,

|〈v, w〉| ≤
(
‖B‖
‖A‖

)2

, |〈ξin(B), w〉| ≤
(
‖A‖
‖B‖

)2

.

In particular, for all A,B,C ∈ SL2(R),∣∣sin](ξin(ABC), C−1ξin(B))
∣∣2 ≤ ‖A‖2 + ‖C‖2

‖B‖2 .

Proof. Recall that ‖M−1‖ = ‖M‖ for all M ∈ SL2(R). Since
{
w,w⊥

}
provides

an orthonormal basis of R2 and
{
AB · w,AB · w⊥

}
is an orthogonal basis, it

follows that

‖AB‖2 |〈v, w〉|2 ≤ ‖AB · v‖2 =

(
1

‖A‖ ‖B−1ξin(A)‖

)2

. (7.2)

To estimate the denominator, note that ‖B−1ξin(A)‖ ≥ 1/ ‖B‖. We also have
that ∥∥∥∥AB · B−1ξin(A)⊥

‖B−1‖

∥∥∥∥ =
‖A‖
‖B‖

≤ ‖AB‖ . (7.3)

The estimates in (7.2) and (7.3) imply the first assertion. Similarly, we observe
that

‖AB‖2 |〈ξin(B), w〉|2 ≤ ‖AB · ξin(B)‖2 ≤
(
‖A‖
‖B‖

)2

.

Hence, for the second assertion, it suffices to note that ‖AB‖ ≥
‖A−1‖−1 ‖B‖ = ‖B‖ / ‖A‖.

For the final assertion, note that for any 2 unit vectors, v, w, we have
| sin](v, w)| =

∣∣〈v, w⊥〉∣∣. Moreover, | sin](v, w)| gives a distance on RP1.
In particular, it satisfies the triangle inequality. The estimate then follows
from the previous two inequalities. �
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7.3. Proof of Proposition 5.5. Let ε > 0 and K ⊂ O1 be given. For
concreteness, we will prove the proposition for the interval I = [0, 1]. The
general case follows by minor modifications. We note that it suffices to show
that for every ω ∈ K, we can find δω, tω > 0 and a neighborhood Uω of ω in
O1 so that for all x ∈ Uω and all v ∈ RP1,∣∣∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ξin(KZ(gt, usx)) ∈ BRP1 (v, δω)

}∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε, ∀t ≥ tω. (7.4)

Indeed, by picking a finite subcover of K of {Uω : ω ∈ K}, say {Uω1 , . . . ,Uωn},
and taking t = max {tωi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and δ = min {δωi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, we obtain
the result.

Let p = ûrgz. Define rp(s) = r/(1 + sr) and tp(s) = 2 log(1 + sr) + z. We
also define fp(s) := e−2zs/(1 + sr). We then have that

usp = ûrp(s)gtp(s)ufp(s).

The cocycle property then implies that

KZ(gt, uspω) = (7.5)

KZ(ûe−trp(s)gtp(s), gtufp(s)ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A(ω,s,p)

KZ(gt, ufp(s)ω) KZ(ûrp(s)gtp(s), ufp(s)ω)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
C(ω,s,p)

.

Using the above formula and Lemma 7.7, we will transfer the measure estimate
at a point ω ∈ K to points of the form pω, for p in the following set:

Wk = {p = ûrgz : |r|, |z| < 1/k} .

We first require several preliminary estimates. Since the cocycle is bounded
on B ×K, for any bounded set B ⊂ SL2(R), it follows that the set

Z := {C(ω, s, p) : ω ∈ K, s ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ W2}

is finite and depends only on K. It follows that the constant

C := sup
{
‖γ‖2 : γ ∈ Z

}
is finite. In particular, elements of Z are uniformly Lipschitz on RP1. Hence,
we can find a constant D ≥ 1 such that for all v ∈ RP1, γ ∈ Z, and δ > 0,

BRP1(γv,D−1δ) ⊆ γ ·BRP1(v, δ) ⊆ BRP1(γv,Dδ). (7.6)

Endow Z with the Borel σ-algebra induced from its discrete topology. For
every ω ∈ K and p ∈ W2, denote by Pp(ω) the pull-back σ-algebra under the
map s 7→ C(ω, s, p). Since the cocycle is locally constant, the set of atoms
Pp(ω) of Pp(ω) consists of sub-intervals of [0, 1] satisfying

η(ω) := inf {|I| : I ∈ Pp(ω), p ∈ W2} > 0.
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We note that η(ω) depends on the closeness of ω to the boundary of the
fundamental domain defining the cocycle. In particular, since K is contained
in the interior of the fundamental domain, then η(ω) is uniformly bounded
below over all ω ∈ K by some constant η > 0.

By Proposition 5.3, there is a compact set Ω ⊂ O1, depending only on K
and ε, so that for all t ≥ 0 and ω ∈ K,

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : gtusω /∈ Ω}| < εη

100
. (7.7)

Since Ω is compact, it follows that the constant

A := sup
{∥∥KZ(ûe−trp(s)gtp(s), x)

∥∥2
: t ≥ 0, s ∈ [0, 1], p ∈ W2, x ∈ Ω

}
is finite.

Fix some ω ∈ K. It follows by the positivity of the top exponent of the
cocycle and the Oseledets’ genericity result in [CE15, Theorem 1.2] 6 that for
almost every s, ‖KZ(gt, usω)‖ → ∞ as t → ∞. Hence, by Egoroff’s theorem,
given δ > 0, we can find t(ω, δ) > 0 such that∣∣∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω)‖ ≤ 100D(A+ C)

δ

}∣∣∣∣ < εη

100
, ∀t ≥ t(ω, δ). (7.8)

Fix γ ∈ Z and p ∈ W2 and let I ∈ Pp(ω) be such that C(ω, ·, p) ≡ γ on the
interval I. We claim that, given δ > 0 and t(ω, δ) as in (7.8), for all t ≥ t(ω, δ),
we have{

s ∈ I : ξin(KZ(gt, uspω)) ∈ BRP1

(
v,

δ

2D

)
, gtusω ∈ Ω

}
(7.9)

⊆
{
s ∈ [0, 1] : ξin(KZ(gt, ufp(s)ω)) ∈ BRP1(γv, δ)

}
.

Indeed, Lemma 7.7, (7.5), and the choice of the constants A and C imply that

dRP1(ξin(KZ(gt, uspω)), γ−1 ·KZ(gt, ufp(s)ω)) ≤ A+ C∥∥KZ(gt, ufp(s)ω)
∥∥2 ,

whenever gtusω ∈ Ω and t ≥ t(ω, δ). Hence, the estimate in (7.8) and the
triangle inequality imply

dRP1(γv, ξin

(
KZ(gt, ufp(s)ω)

)
) ≤ δ,

whenever ξin(KZ(gt, uspω)) ∈ BRP1

(
v, δ

2D

)
. This proves (7.9).

6. Note that [CE15, Theorem 1.2] is phrased for rθω for almost every θ ∈ S1, but it is
straightforward that this implies our claim.
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Let Bω = {u`g · ω : 0 ≤ ` ≤ 1, g ∈ W100}. Then, Bω has non-empty interior
and, in particular, mw := µO1(Bω) > 0. Applying Corollary 7.6 with εηmω/100
in place of ε, we obtain δω > 0 so that for all v ∈ RP1,

µO(x ∈ Bω : ξin(x) ∈ BRP1(v, δw)) < εηmω/200.

Moreover, by Oseledets’ theorem and the dominated convergence theorem, we
have

µO(x ∈ Bω :ξin(x) ∈ BRP1(v, δw))

= lim
t→∞

µO(x ∈ Bω : ξin(KZ(gt, x)) ∈ BRP1(v, δw)).

Hence, taking tω to be large enough, we obtain that for all t ≥ tω and v ∈ RP1,

µO

(
{x ∈ Bω : ξin(KZ(gt, x)) ∈ BRP1(v, δw)}

)
≤ εηmω/100.

It then follows by Fubini’s theorem, that we can find p0 ∈ W100, so that∣∣∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : dRP1(v, ξin(KZ(gt, usp0ω))) <
δw
2D

}∣∣∣∣ < εη

100
, (7.10)

for all t ≥ tω.

Using the above estimates, we show that∣∣∣∣{s ∈ I : ξin(KZ(gt, uspω)) ∈ BRP1

(
v,
δω
2D

)}∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε|I|, (7.11)

for all p ∈ W100 and I ∈ Pp(ω). Let p ∈ W100 be fixed. We apply (7.9)
with δ = δω, with p0ω in place of ω, and pp−1

0 in place of p, noting that
pp−1

0 ∈ W2. By enlarging tω if necessary, we may assume it is larger than the
constant t(ω, δω) provided in (7.8). Then, the set on the right side of (7.9) is
the preimage under fp of the set of s so that ξin(KZ(gt, usp0ω)) ∈ BRP1(γv, δω).
The latter set has measure at most εη/100 by (7.10). Moreover, the derivative
of fp lies in the interval [1/50, 50]. It follows that the set on the left side
of (7.9) has measure at most εη/2 ≤ ε|I|/2. Combined with the recurrence
estimate in (7.7), we obtain (7.11).

Since (7.11) holds for all intervals I in the partition Pp(ω), then it also holds
for any union of partition elements and, in particular, for the entire interval
I = [0, 1]. This implies that for all x = gω, where g = uτp with |τ | < ε and
p ∈ W100, we have∣∣∣∣{s ∈ [0, 1] : ξin(KZ(gt, usx)) ∈ BRP1

(
v,
δω
2D

)}∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ε, ∀t ≥ tω.

Running the above argument with ε/2 in place of ε and taking Uω =
{uτp : |τ | < ε, p ∈ W100}, we obtain (7.4).
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8. Proof of Proposition 5.1

8.1. Strategy of the proof. Fix some v0 ∈ R2 with ‖v0‖ = 1. Denote by
C(r, t) the set of points along the horocycle for which the norm of the cocycle
at time t is concentrated in the interval [r, r/κ]. More precisely, we let

C(r, t) :=
{
s ∈ [0, 1] : ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v0‖ ∈

[
κr,

r

κ

]}
.

Suppose s1, s2 ∈ C(r, t). Then,

κ2 ≤ ‖KZ(gt, us1ω1)v0‖
‖KZ(gt, us2ω1)v0‖

≤ κ−2. (8.1)

Based on this observation, we use the following matching procedure to bound
the measure of C(r, t) whenever t is sufficiently large, depending only on κ. We
find subsets Pa(t, v0) and Pb(t, v0) of [0, 1] and a matching map M : Pa(t, v0)→
Pb(t, v0) such that

(1) Pa(t, v0) ∩ Pb(t, v0) = ∅ and the measures of each of Pa(t, v0) and
Pb(t, v0) are at least 1/50.

(2) The Jacobian of M with respect to the Lebesgue measure is within κ
from 1. More precisely, given a Borel set A ⊆ Pa(t, v0), we have

(1 + κ)−1|A| ≤ |M(A)| ≤ (1 + κ)|A|.

(3) For all s ∈ Pa(t, v0),

‖KZ(gt, usω1)v0‖ < κ2
∥∥KZ(gt, uM(s)ω1)v0

∥∥ .
In particular, M(C(r, t)∩Pa(t, v0))) is disjoint from C(r, t)∩Pb(t, v0).

The existence of sets Pa(t, v0) and Pb(t, v0) with the above properties im-
mediately implies that the measure of |C(r, t)| is at most 49/50 + κ. Indeed,

|C(r, t)| ≤ |[0, 1] \ (Pa(t, v0) t Pb(t, v0)) |
+ |C(r, t) ∩ Pa(t, v0)|+ |C(r, t) ∩ Pb(t, v0)|

≤ 1− |Pa(t, v0)| − |Pb(t, v0)|
+ (1 + κ) |M(C(r, t) ∩ Pa(t, v0))|+ |C(r, t) ∩ Pb(t, v0)|

≤ 1− |Pa(t, v0)|+ κ ≤ 49/50 + κ,

where we used the fact that the set M(C(r, t) ∩ Pa(t, v0))) is disjoint from
C(r, t) ∩ Pb(t, v0).

Briefly, the essential property of the sets P•(t, v0), • ∈ {a, b}, which al-
lows us to verify Item (3) above is as follows. We produce points ωa and ωb
with periodic geodesic flow orbits of periods `a and `b respectively and which
satisfy Proposition 5.4. The sets Pa and Pb are constructed so that an or-
bit segment (grusω1)0≤r≤t for some s ∈ Pa(t, v0) fellow travels with the orbit
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(gruM(s)ω1)0≤r≤t for all times in [0, t], except for a window of time of the form
[τ, τ + `a] ⊂ [0, t], where the first orbit tracks the periodic geodesic of ωa while
the second tracks ωb. Fellow travelling ensures the value of the cocycle along
the two orbit segments of usω1 and uM(s)ω1 essentially only differs during the
shadowing window [τ, τ+`a]. The discrepancy in the cocycle norm along those
two orbits will then follow from Proposition 5.4 (2).

One of the difficulties with implementing this strategy comes from the fact
that the norm of the cocycle for the window [0, t] is in general not proportional
to the product of the norms of the cocycle before, during, and after fellow
travelling. However, this proportionality holds when the singular vectors of
the relevant matrices are in general position with respect to one another. Using
results of Section 7, we show that this general position property holds outside
an exceptional set of small measure along the horocycle. We now carry out
the details.

8.2. Setup. We let ε, ε2 > 0 be two parameters which we will make small over
the course of the proof to satisfy certain requirements. Towards the end of
the proof, we will make ε small depending on ε2; cf. (8.32) and the discussion
following it. Hence, for clarity, we will highlight the quantities depending on
these two constants.

Let ωa, ωb ∈ O be two points with periodic geodesic flow orbits satisfying
Proposition 5.4 with ε/500 in place of ε. For • = a, b, define the following
Bowen balls:

B(•, `•, 10−3ε2) =
{
x ∈ O : d(grω•, grx) ≤ 10−3ε2, ∀0 ≤ r ≤ `•

}
.

We may assume that ε2 is smaller than the constant ε0 in Proposition 5.4
so that the injectivity radii at ωa and ωb are at least ε2. In particular, we can
find a flow box of the form Bε2x containing ωa and ωb for some x ∈ O. Using
the flow adapted coordinates on Bεx, it follows from Proposition 5.4 (1) that

|u(ωa)− u(ωb)| ≤ 10−3ε2. (8.2)

Denote by M• = KZ(g`• , ω•) ∈ SL2(R). Note that Proposition 5.4(4) implies
that KZ(g, ω•) is the identity matrix whenever g ∈ Bε2 , • = a, b. Moreover,
we have |u(ω•) − u(y)| is at most ε2e

−2`•/103, for all y ∈ B(•, `•, ε2/103),
• = a, b. In particular, using the cocycle property, we see that for all y ∈
B(•, `•, ε2/103),

KZ(g`• , y) = M•. (8.3)

Recall that we are fixing ω1 ∈ O to be a point with periodic horocycle orbit.
For every τ ≥ 0, • = a, b, a subset J ⊆ [0, 1] of positive Lebesgue measure, we
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define P•(τ, J) to be the set of points in J whose orbit starts tracking ω• at
time τ . More precisely, we let

P•(τ, J) :=
{
s ∈ J : gτusω1 ∈ B(•, `•, ε2/103)

}
. (8.4)

Given s ∈ P•(τ, J) for some τ > 0, denote by W(s) the local unstable leaf
through gτ+`ausω1 inside the flow box Bε2/500x. We define W (s) to be the
pullback of W(s) to our original horocycle through ω1, i.e.

W (s) = {s′ ∈ J : gτ+`aus′ω1 ∈ W(s)} . (8.5)

Our matching map M will send a component of the form W (s) for s ∈ Pa(τ, J)
to a component W (s′) for a suitable s′ ∈ Pb(τ, J).

Note that since gt contracts us by e−2|t| for t ≤ 0, we see that

|W (s)| ≤ ε2e
−2(τ+`a)/500. (8.6)

In establishing the various properties of the matching map, we make use of
several consequences of the equidistribution of translates of horocycle arcs of
definite length by the geodesic flow. To this end, we introduce a thickening
of the sets P•(τ, J) in the u-direction, denoted by P+

• (τ, J), and defined as
follows:

P+
• (τ, J) =

⋃
s∈P•(τ,J)

W (s). (8.7)

The sets P+
b (τ, J) are defined analogously to P+

a (τ, J). Note that the local
product structure on Bε2/500x implies that for all s1, s2 ∈ Pa(τ, J), the sets
W (s1) and W (s2) are either disjoint or equal. We shall refer to a subset of
the form W (s) as a component of P+

• (τ, J). We have the following estimate
on the measures of P+

a (τ, J).

Lemma 8.1. If ε2 > 0 is sufficiently small, then the following holds. Suppose
J ⊆ [0, 1] is a positive measure subset. Then, there exists τ0 > 0, such that

|P+
a (τ, J)| ≤ 40|Pa(τ, J)|,

for all τ ≥ τ0.

We will deduce Lemma 8.1 from the following doubling property of Bowen
balls.

Lemma 8.2. For all sufficiently small ρ > 0,

µO (B(a, `a, ρ)) ≤ 30µO (B(a, `a, ρ/2)) .

Proof. Recall that for δ > 0 and H a subgroup of SL2(R), we use Hδ to denote
the δ-neighborhood of identity. Then, for all δ > 0,

U−δ/3Aδ/3U
+
δe−2`a/3

· ωa ⊆ B(a, `a, δ) ⊆ U−δ AδU
+
δe−2`a · ωa. (8.8)
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The lemma then follows from the fact that the Haar measure is absolutely
continuous with respect to the product of the Lebesgue measures on the groups
U−, A, and U+ and that the Jacobian of the product map U− × A × U+ →
SL2(R) is 1 at identity. The factor 30 arises from the fact that the radii of
the factors in the product sets approximating B(a, `a, δ) in (8.8) differ by a
factor 1/3 each, which scales the measure by 27. Indeed, we can choose the
multiplicative factor in our conclusion to be any number ≥ 27.

�

Proof of Lemma 8.1. Note that

P+
a (τ, J) ⊆ {s ∈ J : gτusω1 ∈ B(a, `a, ε2/500)} .

Hence, Proposition 5.2 implies that, if τ is large enough, then

|P+
a (τ, J)| ≤ 1.1µO(B(a, `a, ε2/500))|J |.

Similarly, for all sufficiently large τ > 0, the measure of Pa(τ, J) is at least
.9µO(B(a, `a, 10−3ε2))|J |. The lemma then follows by Lemma 8.2. �

The following lemma allows us to make the matching procedure well-defined.

Lemma 8.3. Let ε0 be the constant provided by Proposition 5.4. If ε is suffi-
ciently small, depending only on ε0, then the Bowen balls B(a, `a, 10−3ε2) and
B(b, `b, 10−3ε2) are disjoint.

Proof. By Proposition 5.4(5), the injectivity radii at ωa and ωb are at least ε0.
Hence, if these Bowen balls are not disjoint, using the cocycle property, one
can show that there is a matrix A in a uniformly bounded neighborhood of
identity of SL2(R), depending only on ε0, such that

KZ(g`a , ωa) = KZ(A, ωb)KZ(g`b , ωb).

In particular, there is a constant C0 ≥ 1, depending only on ε0, such that
‖KZ(A, ωb)‖ ≤ C0. Since ‖KZ(g`a , ωa)‖ ≤ ‖KZ(A, ωb)‖ ‖KZ(g`b , ωb)‖, Propo-
sition 5.4 (2) implies that ‖KZ(A, ωb)‖ ≥ ε−1. This is a contradiction as soon
as ε is sufficiently small. �

We record a useful estimate for later parts of the argument. In what follows,
denote by m0 the following constant:

m0 = min
{
µO(B(•, `•, ε2/103)) : • = a, b

}
. (8.9)

By Proposition 5.2 and a standard approximation argument, we can find t0 > 0
so that for all τ ≥ t0, • = a, b, we have

|P•(τ, J)| ≥ .9µO(B(•, `•, ε2/103))|J | ≥ .9m0|J |. (8.10)
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8.3. Alignment of flags. Ultimately, we would like to decompose the cocycle
KZ(gt, usω1), for suitably large t into a product of large matrices corresponding
to the value of the cocycle up to a time τ at which the orbit of usω1 enters
B(a, `a, ε2/103), the value of the cocycle along the orbit segment shadowing
ωa, and finally the value of the cocycle from time τ + `a up to t. In order
for the norm of this product to be comparable to the product of the norms of
the indiviual matrices, we have to ensure the singular vectors of the relevant
matrices are properly aligned. We do so by using the results of Section 7 to
discard subsets of small measure of P+

a (τ, J) with poorly aligned flags from
the matching procedure.

To this end, recall the maps ξin, ξout defined in (5.3). Let δ > 0 be a small
parameter to be chosen after Claim 8.4 below. Given t > τ + `a, we let
Pa(t; τ, J) ⊆ Pa(τ, J) denote the subset of points s in Pa(τ, J) satisfying:

ξin(KZ(gt−(τ+`a), gτ+`ausω1)) /∈ BRP1(ξout(KZ(gτ+`a , usω1)), δ), (8.11)

and

ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) /∈ BRP1 (ξin(Ma), δ) . (8.12)

Then, we note that if s ∈ Pa(t; τ, J), then the first condition implies that

‖KZ(gt, usω1)‖ ≥ C−1
δ ‖KZ(gt−τ−`a , gτ+`ausω1)‖ ‖KZ(gτ+`a , usω1)‖ , (8.13)

for a constant Cδ ≥ 1, depending only on δ. Moreover, the second condition
implies that

‖KZ(gτ+`a , usω1)‖ ≥ C−1
δ ‖Ma‖ ‖KZ(gτ , usω1)‖ . (8.14)

The goal for the rest of this subsection is to show that a definite proportion
of the measure of P+

a (τ, J) satisfies the above conditions if δ is small enough
and t is large enough (depending on δ). More precisely, we will show

|Pa(t; τ, J)| ≥ 1

41
|P+
a (τ, J)| (8.15)

8.3.1. Post-shadowing flags. First, we show that Condition (8.11) is satisfied
on a set of definite measure. We do so by applying Proposition 5.5 to control
the points with poorly aligned singular vectors after exiting our fixed Bowen
balls. Recall the parameter t0 chosen above (8.10). By enlarging t0 > 0 and
using Proposition 5.5, we can find δ > 0 so that for all local unstable leaves
W ⊂ Bε2/500x, v ∈ RP1, and all τ ≥ t0,

|{w ∈ W : ξin (KZ(gτ , w)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ)}| ≤ ε2|W|. (8.16)

Here we use the Lebesgue measure on W viewed as an orbit segment of us.

The next observation is that the cocycle KZ(gτ+`a , usω1) is constant as s
varies in a given connected component W of P+

a (τ, J). This follows from the
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cocycle property along with the fact that ωa is at distance at least ε2 from the
boundary of our chosen fundamental domain, by Proposition 5.4(4).

Fix a connected component W of P+
a (τ, J) and let W be the corresponding

local unstable leaf. Let t > τ + `a + t0. Define W �(t) ⊆ W as follows:

W �(t) = {s ∈ W : (8.11) holds} . (8.17)

As explained above, if s ∈ W �(t) and A ∈ SL2(R) is the common value of
the cocycle KZ(gτ+`a , usω1) for s ∈ W , then we have the following refinement
of (8.13)

‖KZ(gt, usω1)‖ ≥ C−1
δ ‖KZ(gt−τ−`a , gτ+`ausω1)‖ ‖A‖ . (8.18)

Let P �a (t; τ, J) denote the union of the sets W �(t) as W varies over the con-
nected components of P+

a (τ, J). The estimate in (8.16) implies that

|P �a (t; τ, J)| ≥ (1− ε2)|P+
a (τ, J)|. (8.19)

8.3.2. Pre-shadowing flags. We now turn our attention to Condition (8.12).
To ensure proper alignment of the relevant flags at the time the orbits start
shadowing ωa, we have the following:

Claim 8.4. There exists a uniform constant C ≥ 1 so that the following holds.
There exist δ > 0 so that for all J ⊂ [0, 1], we can find t0 > 0 such that for all
τ > t0 and v ∈ RP1,∣∣{s ∈ P+

a (τ, J) : ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) ∈ BRP1 (v, δ)
}∣∣ ≤ Cε2|P+

a (τ, J)|. (8.20)

The above claim is an analogue of Proposition 5.5 for output flags. The
deduction of this claim from Proposition 5.5 is somewhat involved and is post-
poned until the end of the section.

Let δ > 0 be sufficiently small and t0 be sufficiently large so that (8.16) and
Claim 8.4 hold. For every t > τ + `a, define

P+
a (t; τ, J) := {s ∈ P �a (t; τ, J) : (8.12) holds} .

Then, (8.19) and Claim 8.4 imply that for all τ > t0 and t > τ + `+ t0,

|P+
a (t; τ, J)| ≥ (1− (C + 1)ε2)|P+

a (τ, J)|. (8.21)

Let Pa(t; τ, J) denote the intersection of P+
a (t; τ, J) with Pa(τ, J). It follows

by Lemma 8.1 that

|Pa(t; τ, J)| ≥
(

1

40
− (C + 1)ε2

)
|P+
a (τ, J)| ≥ 1

41
|P+
a (τ, J)|, (8.22)

whenever ε2 is small enough. This proves (8.15).
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8.4. Measure estimates and discarded sets. Recall the constant m0 de-
fined in (8.9). In what follows, we fix a parameter N ∈ N satisfying

(1− .9m0)N+1 ≤ ε2.

We choose a sequence of times 0 < τ1 < · · · < τN and subsets Ji ⊂ [0, 1],
i = 0, . . . , N inductively as follows. Set J0 = [0, 1] and τ0 = 0. If the subset
Jk has been chosen for k ≥ 0, we let τk+1 > τk + 1 be sufficiently large so
that (8.16) and the conclusion of Claim 8.4 hold for J = Jk and τ = τk+1. If
Jk and τk+1 have been defined, we let

Jk+1 = Jk \ Pa(τk+1, Jk).

If for some 1 ≤ k0 ≤ N − 1, the set Jk0+1 has measure ≤ ε2, we stop the
inductive procedure and set N = k0. Note that the above choices of τk depend
only on ε2. For every t > `a + τN , define 7

Pa(t) =
N⋃
k=1

Pa(t; τk, Jk−1), Q+
a (t) =

N⋃
k=1

P+
a (τk, Jk−1). (8.23)

Then, by construction, the members of the union defining Pa(t) are disjoint 8.
Hence, it follows by (8.15) that

|Pa(t)| ≥
1

41
|Q+

a (t)|.

Moreover, by our choice of N , we have that |Q+
a (t)| ≥ 1 − ε2. Hence, if ε2 is

small enough, we obtain
|Pa(t)| ≥ 1/45. (8.24)

Recall that we are fixing a unit vector v0 ∈ R2. By Proposition 5.5, if t is
large enough and δ is small enough, depending on ε2, we have

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : ξin (KZ(gt, usω1)) ∈ BRP1(v0, δ)}| ≤ ε2. (8.25)

Moreover, by Proposition 5.3, applied with K = {ω1}, we can find a compact
set Ω ⊂ O, such that

|{s ∈ [0, 1] : gτusω1 /∈ Ω}| ≤ ε2, ∀τ ≥ 0. (8.26)

Define Pa(t, v0) to be the subset of Pa(t) consisting of points who orbit lands
in a compact set at time t and for whom the input expanding singular direction
of the cocycle is transverse to v0. More precisely, we define Pa(t, v0) as follows:

Pa(t, v0) := {s ∈ Pa(t) : gtusω1 ∈ Ω, ξin (KZ(gt, usω1)) /∈ BRP1(v0, δ)} . (8.27)

7. The sets Pb(t) will be defined differently, cf. (8.31). In particular, we do not restrict
the sets P+

b (τ, J) to subsets with properly aligned singular vectors. Roughly, the reason is
we only need to bound from above the norm of the product of cocycle factors for points in
Pb(t) by the product of their respective norms, which holds in general.

8. Recall that Pa(t; τk, Jk−1) is a subset of Pa(τk, Jk−1), which is in turn a subset of Jk−1.
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By (8.24), (8.25), and (8.26), if ε2 is small enough, we have the lower bound

|Pa(t, v0)| ≥ 1/49, (8.28)

The advantage of introducing the set Pa(t, v0) is that for all s ∈ Pa(t, v0), we
have that

‖KZ(gt, usω1)v0‖ ≥ C−1
δ ‖KZ(gt, usω1)‖ . (8.29)

8.5. Matching and proof of Proposition 5.1. Define sets Q+
b (t) analo-

gously to Q+
a (t) as follows:

Q+
b (t) =

N⋃
k=1

P+
b (τk, Jk−1).

Recall the definition of the components of P+
• (τ, J) of the form W (s) intro-

duced in (8.5). We wish to define a matching map M : Pa(t, v0) → Q+
b (t).

We require M to be the restriction of a map sending each component W (s)
of P+

a (τ, J) to a chosen component of P+
b (τ, J) via the weak stable holonomy

inside Bε2/500x. Hence, our first step is to pair the components of each set.

Observe that it follows from (8.2) and the discussion following it that for
every sa ∈ Pa(τ, J), there is sb ∈ Pb(τ, J) such that

|sa − sb| ≤ ε2e
−2τ/103. (8.30)

The restriction of the matching map M to W (sa) is given by the weak stable
holonomy sending W (sa) to W (sb) as we detail below. In fact, the arguments
below can be used to show that there is a unique such choice of components
W (sb).

Next, we claim that the above pairing of components is one-to-one, i.e.
if W (sa1) and W (sa2) are distinct components of P+(τ, J) then the corre-
sponding components W (sb1) and W (sb2) of P+

b (τ, J) chosen as above are also
distinct. This follows as soon as we show that the distance between W (sa1)
and W (sa2) is at least ε0e

−2τ/103 � ε2e
−2τ/103, whenever sa1 , sa2 ∈ Pa(τ, J)

and W (sa1) 6= W (sa2). This latter separation follows from the fact that the
injectivity radius at ωa is at least ε0 so that any two connected components of
the set {

s ∈ [0, 1] : gt′usω1 ∈ Bε2/103ωa
}

are separated by at least ε0e
−2t′ for any t′ ≥ 0.

Hence, we can define a map ΨJ
τ : P+

a (τ, J)→ P+
b (τ, J) as follows. Let W be

a given connected component of P+
a (τ, J) and let W ′ be the connected com-

ponent of P+
b (τ, J) that we paired to W . Let y = gτusω1 and z = gτus′ω1 for

some s ∈ W and s′ ∈ W ′. Recall the definition of the weak stable holonmy
map Ψcs

y,z (inside Bε/500x) in Section 5.2. Define Ψ̃J
τ := g−τ−`a ◦ Ψcs

y,z ◦ gτ+`a .
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Then, Ψ̃J
τ is a map between the two segments of the closed horocycle of ω1

corresponding to W and W ′. We define ΨJ
τ by composing Ψ̃J

τ with the iden-
tification of the closed horocycle with the interval [0, 1) via s 7→ usω1. Note
that the Jacobians of ΨJ

τ and Ψcs
y,z agree.

We define M : Pa(t)→ Q+
b (t) by:

M(s) = ΨJk−1
τk

(s), if s ∈ Pa(t; τk, Jk−1).

The map M is well-defined since Pa(t) is a disjoint union of sets of the form
Pa(t; τk, Jk−1). We let

Pb(t) := M(Pa(t)), Pb(t, v0) := M(Pa(t, v0)). (8.31)

If ε2 is small enough, the Jacobian of the individual maps ΨJ
τ become uni-

formly close to identity (cf. Section 5.2). It follows that the same holds for M.
In particular, if ε2 is sufficiently small, then (8.24) implies that

|Pb(t, v0)| ≥ 1/50.

Moreover, by Lemma 8.3, the sets Pa(t) and Pb(t) are disjoint. Hence, the
same holds for the sets Pa(t, v0) and Pb(t, v0). This completes the verification
of Items (1) and (2) of the strategy outlined at the begining of the section.

To verify Item (3), let Pa(t, v0). Then, s ∈ Pa(t; τk, Jk−1) for some k. We
claim that ∥∥KZ(gt, uM(s)ω1)v0

∥∥ ≤ C̃ε ‖KZ(gt, usω1)v0‖ , (8.32)

for some constant C̃ ≥ 1, depending only on ε2. Note that this claim finishes
the proof by choosing ε to be small enough so that C̃ε < κ2.

To show (8.32), let Cδ ≥ 1 be chosen large enough, depending only
on δ to satisfy (8.18), (8.14), and (8.29). Recall that M• = KZ(g`• , ω•).
By (8.18), (8.14) and (8.29), since ‖v0‖ = 1, we have∥∥KZ(gt, uM(s)ω1)v0

∥∥
‖KZ(gt, usω1)v0‖

≤ Cδ

∥∥KZ(gt, uM(s)ω1)
∥∥

‖KZ(gt, usω1)‖

≤ C3
δ

∥∥KZ(gt−(τk+`b), gτk+`buM(s)ω1)
∥∥∥∥KZ(gt−(τk+`a), gτk+`ausω1)
∥∥ · ‖Mb‖

‖Ma‖
·
∥∥KZ(gτk , uM(s)ω1)

∥∥
‖KZ(gτk , usω1)‖

≤ C3
δ ·
∥∥KZ(gt−(τk+`b), gτk+`buM(s)ω1)

∥∥∥∥KZ(gt−(τk+`a), gτk+`ausω1)
∥∥ · ε ·

∥∥KZ(gτk , uM(s)ω1)
∥∥

‖KZ(gτk , usω1)‖
. (8.33)

In the last inequality, we used the fact that ωa and ωb are chosen to satisfy
Proposition 5.4(2).

Let r = M(s)− s. Then, the cocycle property implies that

KZ(gτk , uM(s)ω1) = KZ(ue2τkr, gτkusω1)KZ(gτk , usω1)KZ(ur, usω1).
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Moreover, the estimates in (8.6) and (8.30) imply that |r| ≤ ε2e
−2τk . Note

further that gτkusω1 belongs to Bε2/500x by our choice of τk. In particular,
the injectivity radii at usω1 and gτkusω1 are uniformly bounded from below,
depending only on the constant ε0 given by Proposition 5.4 (since ωa, ωb ∈
Bε/500x and their injectivity radii are chosen to be larger than ε0 � ε2 by
Proposition 5.4 (5)). It follows that there is a uniform constant C0 ≥ 1 such
that ∥∥KZ(gτk , uM(s)ω1)

∥∥ ≤ C0 ‖KZ(gτk , usω1)‖ . (8.34)

To control the ratio of the remaining terms, note that

gτk+`buM(s)ω1 = Ψcs
y,z(gτk+`ausω1) = p−gτk+`ausω1,

for some p− ∈ Aε2/500U
−
ε2/500 ⊂ SL2(R), and for a suitable choice of y and z.

Indeed, this follows from definitions of the local stable holonomy map and the
map M. By the cocycle property, we get

KZ(gt−(τk+`b), gτk+`buM(s)ω1) = KZ(g`a−`bp
′, gtusω1)KZ(gt−(τk+`a), gτk+`ausω1),

where p′ = gt−(τk+`a)p
−g−t+τk+`a and we used the fact that KZ(p−, gτk+`ausω1)

is the identity matrix since Bε2/500x is in the interior of our chosen fundamental
domain of O for defining the cocycle. This is ensured by Proposition 5.4 (4).
Next, we claim that

‖KZ(g`a−`bp
′, gtusω1)‖ ≤ C1, (8.35)

for a constant C1 ≥ 1, depending only ε2. Indeed, by Proposition 5.4 (3),
|`b − `a| < 1. Hence, since gt contracts U−,

g`a−`bp
′ ∈ A2U

−
ε2e
−2(t−(τk+`a))/500

.

Moreover, by definition of Pa(t, v0), gtusω1 ∈ Ω, where Ω is the compact set
chosen in (8.26). This proves (8.35).

Hence, the claimed estimate in (8.32) follows by (8.33), (8.34), and (8.35)
by taking C̃ = C3

δC0C1. Note that the constant Cδ depends on ε2 and not ε.
To complete the proof of the proposition, it remains to verify Claim 8.4 which
we do in the next subsection.

8.6. Proof of Claim 8.4. The cocycle property implies that for all y ∈ O,
KZ(gτ , y) = KZ(g−τ , gτy)−1. It follows that

ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) = ξin (KZ(g−τ , gτusω1)) . (8.36)

Moreover, note that output flags of KZ(gτ , usω1) do not change along local
strong unstable leaves inside Bε2/500x. More precisely, suppose s ∈ [0, 1] sat-
isfies y1 := gτusω1 ∈ Bε2/500x and let r ∈ [0, 1] denote any other point such
that gτurω1 lies on the same local unstable leaf through y1 in Bε2/500x. Then,
|r − s| ≤ e−2τε2/500. Hence, the cocycle property and the fact that Bε2/500x
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is an isometrically embedded neighborhood of identity in SL2(R) imply that
ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) = ξout (KZ(gτ , urω1)).

In particular, to prove the claim, we count the number of points of inter-
section w of gτusω1, s ∈ [0, 1] with a weak stable leaf in Bε2/500x for which
ξin (KZ(g−τ , w)) belongs to the ball BRP1(v, δ), for a suitably chosen δ.

By Proposition 5.5, applied to the backward geodesic flow, we find δ > 0 so
that if t0 is large enough, then for all τ ≥ t0, all v ∈ RP1 and all local stable
leaves W− ⊂ Bε2/500x,∣∣{w ∈ W− : ξin (KZ(g−τ , w)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ)

}∣∣ ≤ ε2m0|J ||W−|,

where m0 is defined in (8.9). Note that since m0 depends only on ε2, we have
that t0 depends only on J and ε2.

Given a weak stable leaf W0− ⊂ Bε2/500x, we endow it with the product
Lebesgue measure via the local coordinates introduced in Section 5.2. We
also use | · | to denote such a measure. By Fubini’s theorem and the product
structure of the measure on W0−, it follows that for any local weak stable leaf
W0− ⊂ Bε2/500x, we have∣∣{w ∈ W0− : ξin (KZ(g−τ , w)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ)

}∣∣ ≤ ε2m0|J ||W0−|. (8.37)

Fix some weak stable leaf W0− ⊂ Bε2/500x which meets every positive mea-
sure connected component of the intersection of {s ∈ J : gτusω1} withBε2/500x.
Define for each τ > 0 the following finite sets:

W0−(τ) :=
{
w ∈ W0− : w = gτusω1 for some s ∈ J

}
.

To apply the estimate in (8.37), we first note that

|{s ∈P+
a (τ, J) : ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ/2)}|
≤ (ε2/500) · e−2τ ·#

{
h ∈ W0−(τ) : ξin (KZ(g−τ , h)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ/2)

}
.

(8.38)

Indeed, this follows from the relation between input and output flags in (8.36)
and the fact that the flag ξout (KZ(gτ , usω1)) is constant for points s ∈ J for
which gτusω1 belong to the same local unstable leaf in Bε2/500x. The measure
of the set of such points is at most (ε2/500) · e−2τ since gτ expands us by e2τ .

It remains to estimate the right side of (8.38) using (8.37). The key observa-
tion is that if h ∈ W0− satisfies ξin (KZ(g−τ , h)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ/2) and τ is large
enough, then Lemma 7.7 implies that the same holds for a whole neighborhood
of h in W0− of radius e−2τ along the stable coordinate, with δ in place of δ/2.
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It follows that

(ε2/500) · e−2τ ·#{h ∈W0−(τ) : ξin (KZ(g−τ , h)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ/2)}
≤ C#

∣∣{w ∈ W0− : ξin (KZ(g−τ , w)) ∈ BRP1(v, δ)
}∣∣ ,

(8.39)

where C# ≥ 1 is the maximal cardinality of the set of points inW0−(τ) whose
stable coordinates all lie within a fixed interval of size e−2τ .

We claim that

C# is uniformly bounded independently of all parameters. (8.40)

In view of (8.10), we have m0|J | ≤ |P+
a (a, J)|/0.9. Hence, combining (8.38)

and (8.39) with the estimates (8.37) and (8.40) completes the proof of
Claim 8.4.

To prove (8.40), we need to understand the spacing of the points inW0−(τ).
Roughly, we show that the stable coordinates of the points in W0−(τ) must
be separated by at least e−2τ . More precisely, fix some arbitrary interval V
of size e−2τ and let S(V ) ⊂ J be the set consisting of points s ∈ J with
gτusω1 ∈ W0−(τ) such that the stable coordinates of {gτusω1 : s ∈ S(V )} all
lie in V . We will show that S(V ) has uniformly bounded cardinality.

For each ρ > 0, let Uρ denote the neighborhood of identity in SL2(R) of
radius ρ. Write ω1 = gΓ and suppose gτus1gγ = hgτus2g for some h ∈ AU−,
γ ∈ Γ, and s1 6= s2 ∈ [0, 1] with gτusiω1 ∈ W0−(τ) for i = 1, 2. In particular,
h = gvûr, with |v| ≤ ε2/500 and |r| ≤ e−2τ . Then, g−τhgτ ∈ U2. Hence, since
g−τhgτ = us1gγg

−1u−1
s1
· us1−s2 , we get

us1gγg
−1u−1

s1
∈ U2 · u−1

s1−s2 ⊆ U3. (8.41)

By discreteness of the lattice gΓg−1, it follows that the set

T :=
{
γ ∈ Γ : ∃s ∈ [0, 1];usgγg

−1u−1
s ∈ U3

}
is finite and has a uniformly bounded cardinality independently of all the
parameters. We show that

#S(V ) ≤ #T. (8.42)

Since C# = supV S(V ) and V was arbitrary, this proves (8.40) and completes
the proof of the claim.

To prove (8.42), fix some point x0 := gτus0ω1 ∈ W0−(τ) so that the stable
coordinates of {gτusω1 : s ∈ S(V )} all lie in an interval of size e−2τ around the
stable coordinate of x0. Define a map Φ : S(V )→ T which assigns to each s
an element γ ∈ Γ such that

hgτusgγ = gτus0g (8.43)
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for some h = gvûr ∈ AU− with |v| ≤ ε2/500 and |r| ≤ e−2τ . By the argument
preceding (8.41), we note that such γ must belong to T. Moreover, recalling
that the injectivity radius in the box Bε2/500x is � ε0 by Proposition 5.4(5),
there is a unique such γ ∈ Γ satisfying (8.43) so that Φ is well-defined. Indeed,
this can always be arranged by ensuring ε is small enough and τ is large enough,
depending only on ε0.

Note that (8.42) follows if Φ is injective. Suppose not. Then, we can find
s1 6= s2 ∈ S(V ) so that

h1gτus1 = h2gτus2 ,

for some h1, h2 ∈ AU−. This implies that g−τh
−1
2 h1gτ = us2−s1 and, hence,

that the groups AU− and U+ intersect non-trivially, since s1 6= s2. This is a
contradiction. This shows that Φ is injective and completes the proof of (8.42).

9. Concluding remarks

We conclude the paper with two remarks. We briefly outline the mechanism
for our non-genericity result (Corollary 1.2), which perhaps can be applied
more generally. There is an action of SL2(R) on our space and a closed, SL2(R)-
invariant sublocus Y . The derivative cocycle for the geodesic flow (built from
the KZ cocycle, cf. Section 2.1) has oscillations in a direction transverse to Y
along a horocycle segment. Considering points moved transversly to Y from
gt pushes of our fixed horocycle, we use the fluctuations (and some auxiliary
results, especially Section 3) to obtain longer and denser horocycle segments,
where the uniform measure on the segment is a definite distance from a fixed
fully supported ergodic measure.

If we start with a closed horocycle in Y , one can hope to obtain an “exotic”
limit of closed horocycles if we can deform the horocycles transverse to Y while
keeping them closed.

In the case of strata of translation surfaces, we hope that our approach
can be used to exhibit similar behavior to the one established here for H(2).
Indeed, we only make specific use of the octagon locus for producing pseudo-
Anosovs with distinct Lyapunov exponents (Proposition 5.4) and for proving
strong irreducibility of the balanced subbundle (Proposition 7.5). In partic-
ular, we hope that the renormalization arguments in Lemma 2.4 and Section
4 and the linearization of certain affine geodesics near certain GL2(R)-orbit
closures in Section 3 can be used to show more behaviors for the horocycle
flow.
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